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Foreword

The “Gita of the Will and the World” had appeared as automatic writing 
in the form of streams of words flowing uninterrupted by the intellec-
tual and rational power of the mind, as if, some invisible being was the 
real author of the book. The pages after pages had flown without hiding 
to conscious introspection of the content being written. In this uncon-
scious process, I felt as a medium through which a weird world was 
speaking.

When this happened I believed it to be a revelation and saw my role a re-
ceiver of messages from God.  Although the messages were addressed to 
a man who was me, I realized that I was only a part of a greater body, to 
whom God was speaking. This greater Man, to whom all human beings 
belong, existed in two different states: In one he was “children of women 
and men” and in the other he was Son of God – one bound to the body 
of flesh and blood and whose will is conditioned by the world existing 
in form, while the other issued from a Divine realm existing beyond the 
sphere where will was moving in a fate-bound material world.

It became very confusing for me to understand who was the Man to 
whom God was speaking and how to grasp the enigmatic existence 
which was divided between the “children of women and men” on one 
side and someone issuing from God on the other side. Anyway, I real-
ized that there might exist two totally different states to which I, as a part 
of mankind, belonged: One belonging to Man, and the other to God.

Although God was addressing to Man, he was sometimes speaking 
as Son of God, and often referring to his existence as Man-God who 
intervenes in the world, which is bound to matter and form. It was very 
difficult to understand distinctions between God, existing beyond the 
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matter-bound world and the soul-bound will, and Man-God and Son 
of God intervening in the world where will resides. Finally I concluded 
that this cannot be understood using logical and rational thinking. Since 
then these concepts had remained highly messed up in my mind and 
I was unable to confirm, or deny the existence of God. I could not be 
sure if God had any reality, or the “revelation” was only a weird mental 
phenomenon generated by the brain, which was beyond my capacity to 
understand.

I present this material for those who are interested in the questions of 
God and the psychologist and neurologists who would like to under-
stand such weird phenomena generated by the brain.  
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About entering in the world-and-the will

Follow the will- and- the world as I enter this place and work for the 
liberation of mankind in blood and flesh. Follow the man you see wear-
ing a human face. Move with Him to Man-God, who is the Savior of 
the world moving with the world and the will. Follow Man-God as My 
Son, and make yourself the world-and will’s movement. Entering a body 
and a soul I have entered in the world-and-the will in order to make 
you move in Man-God’s enlightened way. Follow your worldly Savior 
and make your will one with Him. Follow your worldly Savior, who is 
not a man, but one with God. Your worldly existence is moving with 
Him and your existence can not be understood without Him explaining 
the meaning of the world-and-the will as you hear from Me. Enter the 
world-and-the will as matter-bound existence and seek in the matter-
bound world the worldly meaning of the existence of My Son. Entering 
the world-and-the will I have entered Myself as Man-God, who is mov-
ing with the world-and-the will as Savior of Man. 

Keep yourself working for the Man, who is not a man of a particular 
worldly form. He is the world-and- the will’s Savior, who does not move 
with any worldly desire to make Him different from the formless Self. 
Knowing yourself as My Son’s movement through the world-and-the 
will come to Man-God, and seek in Him your salvation as Father to His 
Son. He is working with you, and by working with Him make God move 
in the world- and- the will as I have made My Son moving with you. 
Enter the movement, that I have set at work, in order to make man move 
to  Man-God.  

Enter Man-God as a matter-bound man and a spirit-bound existence 
that cannot be made understood by any worldly experience other than 
your own experience, feelings and thoughts. Your worldly experiences 
are bound to matter, that make things work as movement of the world of 
matter contradicting the exotic existence, which cannot be formed with 
matter. Knowing what you are, move with Man-God, who is moving 
with you as My Son. Entering the arena of the world-and- the will move 
as I instruct, and make yourself a movement of Man-God. 
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Your world is not what you believe it is. Your existence is not what you 
believe existing as matter and mind. The world of matter is a world of 
the working force, which creates your body; the world of will is a world 
of the matter-bound movement of the Spirit, that sees itself in the world 
as the mind. Your world and will is matter-spirit ¬bound movement of 
Man-God, who is moving, working, and seeing Himself in the world as 
My Son. 

Knowing what I have said move and make yourself a vehicle of  Man-
God, who is the Savior of the world. Knowing what your Father has said, 
work and make yourself moving in the world as a knower of the Words 
that have come from God. Hearing these Words move and work follow-
ing the Mountain-Hermit, who is following His Divine Self.  

Birth: Divine and Human

Enter the world-and-the will and know it as My birth place where I have 
sent My Son. Your world is not matter-bound existence where the will is 
matter-mind bound. Hear from your worldly Savior about  the path of 
Salvation. Your world is moving while My Son is moving with you. Your 
world is making a transition from the world-and-the will to Me. Move 
to Me with Him. How do you know that I am the world-and-the will as 
My Son dwelling in you, and not the-world and- the will as Man-God 
appearing as My Son? Know Me through the movement of My Son and 
His worldly existence as a man of flesh and blood. Know Him as yourself 
and knowing yourself as Him, seek in Him the world-and-will’s salva-
tion. Your world is matter-and will-bound but what is making the will-
and-the world is not matter-will bound. Knowing what I have said seek 
liberation and work as spoken by My Son. Knowing Me as a man, who 
has taken birth among you as a matter-will-bound existence of a worldly 
man, work for the matter-bound world’s salvation. Knowing Me as your 
worldly Savior enter the world-and-the will and move.  

Know Me as a man of blood and flesh, who has moved to the world-
and-the will as a miracle of God. Entering the world I have become 
Man-God. Man-God is a movement of life and death through a destiny-
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bound existence, where I am an exotic power that cannot be understood 
by any one. When I appear in the world-and-the will I have a matter-
will-bound existence as well as an existence that cannot be grasped by 
the matter-will-bound mind. Know Man-God as the exotic existence by 
which God appears as Soul of a man who is not a man but God. Know 
Me as Him, who can exist in both matter-will-bound and not-matter-
will-bound states. Know Me as the One who has no birth as God, but 
who has taken birth as a Man in flesh and blood. Entering the world I 
have become Man, who is My Son.  Know Him as the movement of God. 
He moves in the world in order to make man move towards Me. The 
birth of the man, who possesses a darkened body of a human being and 
the Light of God, is a miracle, which you should not try to understand. 
Know Him as your friend, teacher and a guide and work as a friend, a 
teacher and a guide of man whose mind is still darkened by the matter-
will-mind. 

Know Me as man who has come to life as a Man, who is God. The Man 
is physically identical to the man you see, and is also the eternal One, 
who is fate-bound, and exists beyond the realm of time. The man who 
has a name and a physical identity, which is darkened by the matter-will-
mind, is a worldly man like all human beings. The birth of this man has 
actualized the movement of the Man who has no name and identity. He 
is working for God. Knowing Me as the man with an identity like you, 
and at the same time someone who is not a man of any identity work for 
Me.  Know that Father has sent formless Man-God to the world to ac-
tualize the existence of His Son. God is born and unborn as Me, who is 
born of human parents, as well as God and Man-God. Your worldly Sav-
ior is Him. Entering the world I am born as Man-God. The world-and 
-the will is a part of Me. Therefore know Me as born and unborn. Know 
Father as His Son. Know the formless in form. Know My existence as 
the world-and- the will, and no-world and no-will. Entering the world I 
have assumed the roles of a poet, a painter, a philosopher and a man of 
knowledge and science but really I am no one. 

Hear from Me the world-the-will’s formless movements in forms, and 
darkened body’s movement from form to formless Man-God. Knowing 
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Him as Me attain the formless existence that has moved among you in a 
form. God has worked His miracle through Him. Thus know that I exist, 
and you exist in Me. 

Hear: The world’s mountains are moving, the climate is changing, the 
forces in nature are warring against each other, and the bodies are be-
ing darkened by the will as a great darkness is overpowering the world. 
Home and world are moving to the mountains. Man and woman are 
going to the mountains with Me. 

Journey

Entering the world-and-the will, being darkened by the body of a man, 
and carrying the mind of Man-God, I am making a journey through life. 
How do I exit out of and enter into the sphere, where the world-and-the 
will exist, as the power to move the world-and-the will in the destined 
way, is not available to the knowledge of any man. You must move as I 
have expressed the world as destiny-bound. Your world does not appear 
as you may will it to appear. His Will is the will of the destiny-bound 
world. By willing to move He has destined your movement in the mat-
ter-bound path. How do you understand this destiny without being a 
part of Him? How can man seek Him without being a part of Him? How 
do you make yourself a part of the world-and-the will without being a 
part of Him? Born and unborn! Know that I am Him. 

How do I understand man and move without being a part of you? How 
do I make myself moving in the world-and-the will without being made 
of the world and the will? How do I move without moving into the mat-
ter-bound world? Born and unborn! Know that I am moving as Him. 
How do you come and go as death and life? How do you assume form as 
part of life and disappear from the world as death-bound life? How do 
you know yourself as man and woman in journey through life? Know 
that coming and going into the world-and ¬the will is world’s movement 
towards Him. Born and unborn! Know that I am with you as part of 
Him. 
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Hear from Him:  Father has sent His Son to the world-and-the will to 
make you a part of Him. Powerful movement of Man-God is making the 
mountains move, causing seas and water of the world to bring torrents 
and storms. Wanderers! Move with your Savior before the destruction 
comes. 

Journeyman! Work for the movement that I have set in motion, and that 
will bring to the world a renewal. Know Me as a wanderer who has set 
His boat in the ocean of the world-and-the will, and is making a journey 
Home. Know Me as the movement of the wandering Spirit of Man-God, 
who has come to make you move towards the mountain Home where I 
have My Heavenly abode.  Know Me as Man-God, who makes you work 
for the world-and-the will, and sets your journey in a destiny-bound 
path. Know Me as the world-and-the will and no-world and no-will, and 
make your will and the world a part of Me. Your will and My Will are 
not in tune when you work for man and not for God. Know your will as 
matter-bound reflection of the Spirit that sees Itself in the world as im-
ages on the river. When I move as you your image creates the world, and 
the women and men are seen as manifestation of the world in the will, 
and the will in the world. Your will is moving as the world that cannot 
be separated from the will that is matter-bound. Your will is moving as 
a movement of the worldly destiny of man and woman, who come and 
go with the coming and going of the world. Know the world-and-the 
will as the work of Man-God, who is moving the world of matter and the 
sphere of the Spirit as souls of individual women and men.
 
Know Me as the work of God, who moves the matter and the will as 
mountains and seas, and the women and men, who are working in the 
world-and-the will. Know Me as the mountains and seas and the will of 
all and make yourself journey-bound. Know what is unknown through 
Me. Know what is working as mountains and seas and not working as 
mountains and seas. Born and unborn! Know Me as Him. 

God has sent Me to guide you in your journey from your worldly home 
to the Divine sphere. Knowing the meaning of My existence as a poet, 
who has shown you the worldly form of Man-God, know the world-and-
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the will as My manifestation in the temporal river. Make the journey as I 
have made, take the enlightened way, and seek in the world-and-the will 
your salvation in Man-God. Journeyman! Will not the world, will not 
the movement that obstructs My Will to come to God. Know My jour-
ney as the journey of the will to Man-God and from Man-God to Man 
and God.  

Knowing that the mountains are moving seek through My journey your 
salvation as parts of Man-God. Know your world as nothing but the 
will of a worldly man, who is fate-bound. Your world is the world of 
the working women and men. Know these working women and men 
through the matter-bound temporal existence of My Son, who is work-
ing for Me. Know Him as the journeyman, who is moving in the world-
and-the will as the Mountain-Hermit towards Heavenly Home. 

Know that I am. Know that I am not. Know Me as Him. Know the 
world-and-the will as Man and God’s fate-bound movement as the 
Mountain-Hermit. Knowing what I have said work for Man-God. Born 
and unborn I am the world and the will, and no-world and no-will. 
Knowing this, seek salvation in Son of God. Journeyman! World is mak-
ing a transition through the movement of Son of God towards a time 
when wars and conflicts will destroy that are, as the world-and-the will’s 
destiny, moving towards God. Knowing what you have heard come to 
sacrifice your life on the altar of God. 

Sacrifice 

Know what would bring the destruction as I move in the world-and-the 
will. Know Me as the harbinger of the force that will change the world 
from the matter-bound existence to the spiritual one. How do you make 
this transition in the world-and-the will when all should remain in the 
world and the will? How do you change the matter-bound human exis-
tence to the matter-spirit-bound? How do you make all things moving 
as matter-spirit in the world and the will as Me? Born and unborn I am 
moving and changing the matter-bound world as willed by Me. 
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Knowing that I am Man, and Man-God know the meaning of existence 
of all. Fear not when you hear about the destruction that will arrive. 
Know the meaning of the destruction that acts in order to make the 
world-and-the will matter-spirit-bound, and move as sacrifice in the al-
tar where the world will receive its rebirth. Fear not when I come and set 
the world in turmoil. See Me as the Savior, who sets the world and the 
will  in the path of God. Knowing the world-and-the will as the matter-
bound arena of the matter-spirit-soul, where I exist as Man-God, exit 
the matter-spirit-soul, and create your world and will as I have destined. 
Fear not what will come. Work for the world’s salvation by sacrificing 
your life. Knowing Me as the coming of God and the movement of the 
Divine in the world seek in the world your salvation in the existence 
of My Son. Fear not what works for God. Entering in the world-and-
the will I have set the world’s salvation in My Son. Fear not what must 
happen in order that Man-God’s existence can be meaningful.  Fear not 
what must intervene in the world-and-the will so that the world can 
exist as I have desired it to exist. Fear not the world’s Savior who is your 
Father and Son of God. Know that I am attending the sacrifice as your 
Savior. Make yourself dear to God by moving with World’s Soul who will 
destroy.
  
God has come and by His coming your existence has received new 
meaning than what your world-and-the will has been. Knowing what 
the world is, and what the world is for Man-God, Father has sent His 
Son. Fear not what He brings, and what path He describes as your path. 
Fear not the Heavenly Father, and His incarnation. He has sacrificed His 
Divine existence for the sake of Man. Fear Me not as the One who de-
stroys; fear Me not as the Exotic power that comes as the fate of all. God 
has moved for the Salvation of Man. Fear not what assumes the world-
and¬ the will. Entering the world I have assumed the world-and-the 
will, and by the world-and-the will I am working to darken the existence 
as movement of Will to God. God has worked, and working through the 
worldly Savior He has come to the world as the fate which will bring de-
struction. Fear not who is working as world’s Savior, and who sacrifices 
Himself for the Salvation of Man. Fear not what works as God’s Love, 
and the death that He bears for you. God has sacrificed His Son for the 
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salvation of Man. Entering the world I am Him. Enter Me in the sacrifice 
and be one with Man-God. 

Trial and crucifixion 

Hear: I am born and unborn; I am external and internal; I am sea and 
mountain and woman and man; I am fate and fear of all. How do you ar-
rive at Me without being sacrificed to the world-and-the will as My Son? 
How do you make yourself attain the height of Man-God without being 
sent to destruction?  Exit the world-and-the will and move as I have 
made My Son move with you. Exit the movement of the destiny bound 
existence and seek in Man-God your destiny.  Know yourself as a fate-
bound existence of the worldly incarnation. Born and unborn I am Him. 
Exotic power of Man-God is exercising the force to move you to the 
mountain where I have My Heavenly Home. Human existence is work-
ing as anarchy of will that must be destroyed before I am able to seek 
man’s fate-bound existence as Man-God’s Soul and form. Woman and 
man! Your will is working against My Will, and therefore Soul of Man-
God is attending your sacrifice for the world-and-the will’s Salvation. 
Will and World must come to Me and death must follow the movement 
that has made Man-God assume worldly form. He is attracted by will 
and world as I am making the mountains move, and the seas to bulge. 
God has made worldly fate-bound existence of the worldly Savior as 
your path. Entering Me He is Me. He is also not-Me. Exotic existence of 
Him cannot be known by man. Entering His existence I am one with the 
world and not-world. His exotic existence is working as My movement 
as your Savior, who is born and unborn. I have been, and I will be as the 
World of God. 

Knowing what you hear work and act in the way My Son has worked 
and acted as a worldly man, who is a poet, a painter, a philosopher, and 
a man of knowledge of science. Trial of the man, who is fate-bound, will 
come with your trial on the altar of God. Know what your Father has 
destined: Born and unborn I am the One, who forms the world as des-
tined. How do I know what awaits man far from tomorrow, and the days 
ahead? Know what is in time and space, and what are making things 
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work in the matter-bound state. Hearing that the mountains are death-
bound move as Man-God’s sacrifice, and make yourself death-bound. 
Know what must come, and knowing God’s formless movement as Man-
God work and act, and make yourself moving to the altar where Son of 
God is the symbol of sacrifice for the Salvation of man and woman in 
flesh and blood. 

Know what makes Me suffer although there is no suffering in Me. Know 
what is suffering as the movement of flesh and blood’s existence in the 
will-bound world that cannot know what is not world- and will-bound. 
Knowing what is unknown work and act and face the trial as woman 
and man, who are destiny-bound. Crucifixion of Man-God is the sym-
bol of  My exotic existence in the world, that has come as a result of the 
World’s Savior appearing  as Me. Crucifixion is a peace, and the dark-
ened body’s Salvation from the movement of the will that is fate-bound. 
Crucifixion is the work of God, and world’s movement to be released 
from the matter-bound existence and lift it to the realm of Man-God. 

Know what I am, and I am not. Seek in Me your soul’s movement to-
wards Man-God. Know how the man, who speaks, is darkened and not-
darkened by a body of flesh and blood, and seek in Him your fate that is 
death-bound.  

Know Me as God. Know how I bear my physical identity and a name 
as a man and also exist as Father, who is God. Father has sent Me to the 
world as your Savior. Crucified on the Cross, I have existed in time that 
is death-bound. Crucified are the mountains and the seas; crucified are 
the men and women; crucified is the world-and-the will as Me. Born 
and unborn! By the world and the will I am crucified to the matter-
bound seas and mountains and flesh and blood. Born and unborn! I 
am your Father. As Son and Father I am God and no-God. Your death 
is the fate of My Son. Enter Me and seek in Me the adobe of God. Enter 
sacrifice. Born and Unborn! I am Him. Enter Me and be a part of the 
sacrifice. 
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Resurrection

God has sent Son of God as the resurrection of the world-and-the will’s 
Savior for the Salvation of the world. He has assumed a fate-bound 
movement in form and bears in Man-God the Soul of All. Resurrec-
tion of Son of God as an exotic poet is a fate-bound movement, and a 
formless working of Man-God. He is World, and World is Him as I have 
sent Him to the world. He has assumed a darkened form. By darkening 
Himself He has assumed the fate of the world and brought the formless 
world in form. He has assumed form as body and Soul and has come to 
you as the Savior who is working for Me. God has worked for His resur-
rection as God-Man. His coming will bring upon the world destruction. 
Keep faith in Him. Fail not the words I have spoken before you. God is 
darkening the world. Enter in Him. Offer yourself as a sacrifice to the 
altar of God. 

Born and unborn! The words of God are Me. Enter the words as Heav-
enly Father has made them enter the world as words spoken by Me. En-
ter My existence through the words that you hear, and make yourself the 
movement of the words that will bring you to Me through these words. 
Know what these Words mean as the Words of Father spoken through 
His Son. He is Man-God, who has assumed man’s form, and carrying 
God’s formless movement of Words spoken by Me. Enter Words as Man-
God’s Words emanating from a formless world that makes the words 
moving in the worldly mind. God’s Words are not spoken by any man 
but a Man, who is God. Have faith in what you hear. Fail not Father and 
His Son. Fail not Man and God. Fail not to enter the world-and-the will 
as I have expressed in Words spoken by Him. 

God is moving and moving with God make yourself  the formless 
world’s movement  in form, and seek in Me the Words that you seek in 
Man-God. Born and unborn I am the darkened world’s formless matter-
bound existence, which cannot be known by any means other than the 
Words that you hear. Know God and the words spoken through Me as 
the Words of God and seek in the matter-bound existence of the man, 
who speaks, the words that you seek to hear from Man-God. 
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About God and Man-God

Assume Me not to be a matter-bound physical state and the darkened 
body that I have assumed. I am not knowable to any man. The Words 
of Man-God are the only way to know Me. Know God as Father, and 
knowing Father bear in you the existence that I have assumed. Ear and 
mouth, that hears and asks, are not what you should use to ask and hear 
about Me. Your asking to know Me is Man-God’s Home-bound move-
ment to the spiritual mountain where questions are answered by Me. 
How do you ask? How do you listen? How do you attain the power to 
listen the Words spoken by Me? Have faith in Me and Father.  Formless 
Man-God has darkened His existence in form to make your existence 
moving with Him. With darkened words and the darkness of the world 
He has made His Soul darkness-bound. He is a man of Divine birth, 
and seek in Him the mystery that I have revealed through My Son. How 
do I exist as a man of human birth, as well as someone who is beyond 
death and birth?  How do I make Myself words of man when no Words 
from Me are fate-bound? How do I make my existence appear in the 
world- and-the will when I am beyond world and will? How do I bear 
a formless existence when I stand in front of you in form? How do I 
create God’s image and man’s fate as My Son?  How am I nothing but 
the Words of God but still existing, as you see Me and hear from a fate-
bound existence, that I have assumed? How do the Words form and the 
fate-bound human existence receives the Words, that I speak? Man can-
not know this mystery without the existence of My Son who has dark-
ened His existence as a human being and assumed the soul of a man. 
How do you know what is not knowable? How do you get yourself near 
to what is not attainable by the down-fallen existence of man in flesh 
and blood? Have faith in what you hear, and seek what I have sought in 
making the mountains and seas change the course of the world while the 
Words are spoken by Me. Know Me as the One who enters and exits the 
fate-bound existence without being bound to the world-and-the will. 

Know God through the Words I have spoken, and seek in the Words 
spoken by My Son the meaning of the human existence. Faith or no-
faith, seek in what you hear the Words of your Savior, who has come to 
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make you move with Him. God has become Man. Man’s Salvation exists 
in Man-God, who has become a Man and Me. Born and unborn I am 
Him. 

Know My Godly existence and seek in My Words the fate-bound move-
ment as man and woman possessing darkened Soul.  Though you en-
counter My Son in a physical state as an existence, darkened like your 
existence, know Him as your Savior, who brings to you the knowledge of 
the world that cannot be known. Have faith in Man-God and the Soul of 
Words that I have assumed. God has moved and make your will moving 
with Him as My Son is moving in the world. Knowing what you hear 
from the exotic existence, follow Him and seek in His Words Salvation 
in Me. God is and is-not. God is working and working-not. Enter what I 
am and I am-not.    

Destiny 

Born and unborn the world is Words of Me, and the will is My mani-
festation as words of those who are born. Know what are the words of 
the one who is born, and the Words that come from the One, who is 
unborn. Knowing My existence as Words of the world and the karma-
bound existence, that has come to life, work and seek in Words of 
Man-God the existence of the World’s Savior who works as Me. God 
has darkened the words as spoken, and through these Words I speak as 
Man-God. 

Born and unborn - born as words and unborn as the body of the words 
that carry the words to the world, born as matter and unborn as matter-
spirit-bound will that has no movement in the world of matter as mat-
ter - I work and exist as Words moving in the world-and-the will as a 
Man, who is My Son. God has matter-bound existence only when He 
Wills to appear as words of worldly man, who speaks like woman and 
man. Through My incarnation as a man, I am the source of Words to the 
world. Through this incarnation the Words exit the realm of the Divine. 
The words spoken by the worldly man, as brought about by a physical 
existence, are not the Words spoken by Man-God but the man, who is 
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born.  Both as Me and Him I am born and unborn as Words of Man-
God. God has spoken through Him, and through Him you are receiv-
ing the messages from   your worldly Savior who has moved as words 
appearing in flesh and blood. Hearing the Words of the World’s Savior 
move along the destiny-bound path that I have assumed in My Son. 
Know what I am as a man of flesh and blood, and what this physical 
incarnation is not. Know what comes and goes in the physical form and 
what never appears in the world in a physical form.  

Born and unborn! I am darkened words of the physical existence in 
which I am existing as a poet, a painter and a philosopher-scientist. 
Coming in the world I am working as a destiny-bound human being. 
Knowing My movement in the destiny-bound world as the destiny of 
the world’s Savior work and move as man and woman who are darkened 
by form like my own existence in flesh and blood.  He is working for 
man and woman, who are born, as well as for the woman and man, who 
are unborn. Know Him, who has come into existence as a man  to reveal  
the Words of Man-God. 

Born and unborn with Him your soul is mountain-bound. Son of God is 
the WORLD and you are parts of Man-God in the exotic existence of the 
Words of God. Destiny of all is moving with Him. Knowing the World’s 
Savior, as the moving words of the destiny-bound world, move and work 
as I have destined. 

Matter-spirit-bound words

Bear in mind that the words, that I speak, are the words not spoken by 
Me but spoken by My Son. God and man cannot communicate with-
out God’s Son communicating as God to man. Have faith in God-Man, 
who is matter-bound man and spirit-bound world and will that springs 
from no-matter and no-will. Know the spirit-bound existence of the 
world-and-the will and seek in God-Man Salvation through the Words 
of My Son. Knowing Me as the source of the Words, and knowing the 
Words, as spoken by My Son’s fate-bound existence, that has come into 
the world as Destiny of all, as the Words of God-Man, seek in His Words 
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your worldly destiny in God-Man. Fear not when you will see the dark-
ness enveloping the world; fear not when you will see the atmosphere 
changing to create the power of death and  destruction; fear not the 
words that I have spoken because I will not to create the forces of de-
struction, I will not matter-bound existence that encounters its worldly 
fate, I will not the words of Man-God. There exists an existence that is 
moving as other-world and other-will than the existence in which I ap-
pear in the world. Assume this existence as no-world and no-will and 
understand this movement of the no-world and no-will as the move-
ment of God. Knowing what you hear exit the matter-bound state, 
where all life are bound, and seek in Man-God the existence that exists 
as no-world and no-will of God. Knowing the words, that are spirit-
bound and expressed through the existence of matter-bound soul, seek 
Man-God through the Words of My Son. God is not willing, and in not 
willing He acts as the Will of the destiny-bound world. Words act as My 
Son’s movement as the Words of Man-God. God is Willing-not. Search 
not in Him the will that exists in the world. God works through Man-
God and His Son. Enter Me through Him. Enter the Words of the Born 
and Unborn as spoken by Him. 

I speak as Him; I answer as Him: I am Him. Know Son of God as the 
messenger and the words of the mountain-bound Savior. In speaking He 
has not spoken, while spoken in words He is not speaking. Son of God 
remains darkened by the words of worldly meaning. God has assumed 
this darkness through His Son. God cannot be grasped by words of 
worldly man. Knowledge of God is limited by the matter-bound limita-
tions of the words. Knowing the existence of God’s Words, which can-
not be spoken by man, hear the words of My Son, who speaks about the 
unspeakable. Bear in mind the Words spoken by God’s Son and search 
Me as Words that are not spoken by any one. 

Will 

Born and unborn, in my worldly incarnation, I am will of man and 
Man-God, but not the Will that works as God. Born and unborn I am 
Son of God - both God and Man - who wills not as man, but wills as 
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God. Born and unborn I am Son of God, who has no will, bound to the 
world-and-the will, but who seeks in the world-and-the will the Will of 
God. Born and unborn I am Son of God, who seeks in the world-and 
the will God’s manifestation in a fate-bound existence of man. Born and 
unborn I am God, and the World as will and no-will, and Son of God as 
will of the world and Words of Man-God. Know Me as I am. I am noth-
ing that is born, and world is not Me. Born and unborn I am nothing 
unborn, and world is Me. Know Me as what I am, and I am not. Know 
My Son as you. Know My Son as your Father. Son of God is your Savior. 
How does He come into being without being born as you? How does 
this exotic existence come into being as Him? Born and unborn I am 
working as World’s Savior to make you move as the will of My Son.

Know the Words of God, as I speak, and knowing these Words follow 
My Son to the world-and-the will, and bring My Will to the world as 
God-Man’s Will creating the world. 

Know what I have spoken as Man-God, God, and Son of God. Knowing 
all three as One, seek in My Son the Salvation of your life. Will is not a 
phenomenon that appears because matter is existing in the world. The 
will has its existence outside matter and the existence of the world. I am 
existing as will and no-will. As a man I will, and as God I have no-will. 
Entering the world I become associated with the will, which defines 
the movements of the material world. Entering what is associated with 
the Spirit I am another existence that is not the world of matter. Enter-
ing the matter-spirit-world I am both matter and will. Know will as My 
manifestation as the world of the working forces that come into exis-
tence because I exist.  I am not a phenomenon of the movement, but a 
movement that generates the world of phenomena. Knowing what is not 
working as man’s will, this movement makes will to move in the world 
as the movement of Man-God. Knowing the Will of Him - as exotic 
phenomenon-that works through Words of Man-God, know what is not 
the will of man. Know Man-God as Will of Man and God, and no-Man 
and no-God. Know the will of your existence as man’s will. Human will 
works to create movements in the world as I have destined. Know what 
is not, and wills not as a man, and thus become One with the Will of 
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God. Know the Will of Man-God and seek in My Son the will that will 
make you move towards God. 

Know that the darkness is moving as your darkened will, and Will of 
God. Know what darkens your mind, and seek in Him your Salvation 
as a part of the creation of Man-God. Know what will move, and the 
movement that cannot be halted by the will of man. Son of God has 
come to show you the path that will lead you to Man-God. By coming 
to the world He is fate-bound, and as a man of flesh and blood He is a 
mountain-bound exotic existence. You must follow Him before you can 
be one with Me.   

The illusion and the world 

God has no matter-bound existence. Matter-bound existence is a move-
ment that changes with the movement of the world. The world, as you 
see and experience through the matter-bound sense apparatuses, is a 
matter-spirit-bound existence of the world-and-the will, where mat-
ter moves, and will sees itself as matter-bound spirit of Man-God. God 
has no existence as matter and matter is not the domain where God can 
express His work. He works through Man-God, who is a matter-spirit-
bound world’s fate-bound movement and exists between Man and God. 
Entering the matter¬-spirit-bound domain the will manifests as the 
relation between the world and the spirit, which exerts its existence as 
the power that moves the existing domain of the matter-spirit-bound 
world. Know this will as a movement of the power, that exits out of Me 
as the working method that makes the world move and exist as I have 
destined. Assume this movement as destiny of the world-and-the will 
and seek no other meaning of existence. Accept the world-and-the will 
as I have darkened. This darkness is the source of the working forces that 
create the matter-bound existence of all. Knowing your will as matter-
spirit-bound will, that creates the movement of the world-and-the will, 
as destined by God, move and seek in the Will of God your destiny and 
Salvation. Knowing what is making all move and create, and driving 
the will to seek the destiny already determined, move, create and seek 
destiny as I have darkened the world-and-the will through the existence 
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of all. Knowing matter and spirit as movement of the world, and Son of 
God, come and seek in Him the Salvation as I have destined. Knowing 
what He is not, will is working to make you move to My Son. Seek not 
the will that darkens your mind and covers the will, which has come to 
enlighten you as My Son. God has sent His Words with Him. Hear Him 
and move with Him towards the Mountain-Home.   

God is working as Him. Enter Him and seek in Him the world-and-will’s 
Salvation as destined. Assume the world-and-the will as an illusion, that 
cannot be deciphered by the human mind. Know it as world of no-mat-
ter, spirit of no-spirit, and will of no-will. How can you grasp what is not 
the world-and-the will, while being born in the illusion-bound world, 
where matter and spirit appear as the movement of the will? Enter and 
exit this darkened state of existence, and see Me as your world and will. 
Born and unborn I am the One who creates the darkness of the mind; I 
am the One who has created man and his will; I am the world where all 
worlds will disappear, and from where all will reappear again. Know Me 
as My Son, who has appeared in the illusion-bound world as a Messen-
ger of God. Born and unborn He is the road to Me, road to the Moun-
tain-Home, and path of knowledge about Me, My Son and Man-God. 
Know Me as Him; know Him as My incarnation in flesh and blood. 

Illusion-bound existence is working through Him, and His existence is 
darkened by a down-fallen state, that darkens the existence of all. He is 
working as I have willed Him to work. He is seeing you as you see Him, 
and through Him you see Me as an incarnation in flesh and blood. Born 
and unborn I am darkening the world as I have darkened the will of all. 
Knowing the darkness, which will fall, work and move with My Son to 
your Mountain-Home, from where He has descended to bring Salvation 
to the world. Seek in Him the world’s fate-bound movement as willed by 
Me. 

God is born, though what is born is not God. Born and unborn I am 
forming the world as I have described. Born and unborn I am making 
the world anew. Bear in the mind your darkened existence, which is 
destined, and seek in My Son the light that I have sent. 
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Freedom 

Free yourself from the matter-bound existence and seek freedom in the 
Spiritual Being who has darkened the will of all. Man must work as I 
have destined the freedom of man according to the laws of the matter-
bound world, and no-matter, which is free from the matter-bound 
senses and thoughts. Born and unborn I am free from the existence of 
matter and spirit, and not acting as the world-and the-will as your will 
and world, that is sense-bound. Freedom of action, that acts against the 
Will, which I have created as My Son, is an act of freedom that does not 
lead to the freedom for which the creation is meant. Freedom is a form-
less fate acting as formless darkness on the world-and-the will. Son of 
God is the Will that guides man to freedom of the world as your des-
tiny is meant to arrive at Me. Born and unborn I am free from all. I am 
freedom of all. I am Son of God; I am Son of Man; I am also sons and 
daughters of working women and men.  Bear in Me the freedom of My 
Godly existence as fate-bound working women and men, and seek in My 
Son the Will that frees the existence from the bondage of the world-and-
the will as I have described. Born and unborn I am darkened woman 
and man, when I act in the world as freedom of the darkened fate-bound 
existence of My Son. I have darkened Myself as I have formed the world-
and-the will and My Son. Born and unborn I am an exotic freedom, 
which cannot be known by any human mind. Son of God is fate-bound 
existence through whom you can only know My World and Will, and 
see the world-and-the will as freedom of the unknown world of God. 
Born and unborn I am fate and freedom of the world, as you are des-
tined to be, and I am freedom of no-will and no-world as working and 
moving through the world as Me. Free yourself from the world-and-the 
will, and know your will and world as Will that is Me. Born and unborn 
war not against the Will of God, that creates the world and moves as the 
coming and the going of the fate-bound life. Be attuned to the Will of 
God, and seek your freedom by which you may fulfill the meaning of 
human life, that is destined to Man-God.  Know your freedom as man 
and woman’s freedom to seek in Man-God the meaning of existence, 
which cannot be understood before you surrender your will to God, and 
your will becomes one with Me. Know oneness of all. Know equality of 
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all human life. Be One with Me by following the words spoken by My 
Son. 

Life’s meaning 

Know the meaning that exists in the existence of the fate-bound man, 
that I have assumed in flesh and blood, and seek through the words of 
My Son the meaning of existence that is moving with Man-God. Read 
the words, which I have sent with My Son, and seek in His words the 
destiny and freedom of human life as the meaning of the world that I 
have created. Freedom, which you seek as woman and man in search 
of the experience of the world-and-the will as moving and darkened by 
down-fallen state of godly existence of Man-God, is a darkened move-
ment of fate. Born and unborn character of man and woman depends 
on the darkness of the man and woman to the extent they understand 
the world-and-the will as the movement of Man-God. Bear in mind 
the darkness that exists as world-and-will, and seek meaning in what 
has darkened the world, and that brings movement of the world toward 
Man-God. 

God has made Himself moving in the world-and-the will as a man, who 
has no human counter-part but who exists in flesh and blood as your 
companion, who has assumed human characters so that you may un-
derstand the words spoken in the language understood by sense-bound 
women and men. God-Man is moving with Him. He is not a man, who 
is moving, but He is God, who has moved as a Man to bring Salvation to 
the world. God-Man is the meaning of existence and attune your exis-
tence with His existence as Willed by God. Be One with the Will of God. 
Bear in your existence the darkened fate of woman and man, and seek 
man’s and woman’s liberation from the darkened state by following   the 
Will of Man-God. 

Know that the world is moving by the actions of the force that has set 
the matter- and spirit-bound world in a working mode, while will ap-
pears as movement of the space-time-bound matter, and the mirror in 
which the spirit acts and sees its images as the world-and-the will of all. 
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Born and unborn, work and see Me as world and you, and no-world as 
Him, who has set the movements in the world. He bears in His darkened 
existence, which He has assumed, your own darkness and down-fallen 
state. Born and unborn, work and seek meaning in the Will that works 
as fate, and seek in My Son the Salvation and meaning through the 
Words of God. 

Born and unborn I make the world move as the matter-spirit-bound 
state. At the same time I seek in this movement matter-spirit-bound 
world’s liberation from the darkened world. God is matter-spirit, when 
God appears in the world as Man-God appearing in the moving world 
as matter and spirit. Have faith in what you hear, and make yourself free 
from the world-and-will as I Will for all. Have faith in Man-God, who 
speaks through My Son, and who has taken birth as a son of woman and 
man. The son of woman and man is not who is Man-God, but He is the 
foundation of the worldly experience of God by the sense-bound human 
beings. Born and unborn seek in the darkened words, that He speaks, 
the meaning of existence for which I have sent My Son. God has made 
Himself the source of meaning through Him.  Seek in Him the meaning 
for which you are created as sons and daughters of women and men. 
Born and unborn I am the World, and the meaning of the Words that 
spring from the source that cannot be arrived at by the human mind. 
God-Man is My Son’s working fate and through Him I act on the world 
as a force attracting the matter-spirit-bound world to the source from 
where all have risen as darkened existence of the world-and ¬the will. 
Born and unborn Son of God is your Savior as God-Man’s fate-bound 
existence in the world. Born and unborn He is the meaning of all, and 
seek in Him Salvation from the darkened existence by receiving the Love 
of God. Love and let  love be the meaning of the world-and the-will as I 
have darkened My Will so that Love can  manifest in the World. Be at-
tuned with this Love that exists in all time and space, and work as wom-
an and man, who are moving, as destined by World’s Savior, to God. 
Born and unborn work as sons and daughters of women and men, and 
act and will as My Son’s fate-bound counterparts, who are destined to 
arrive at Me. Bear in man’s and woman’s existence the act and will that 
manifest as My Love. Born and unborn, Son of God is the meaning 
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of the existence of man and woman, and seek no other meaning but 
the love of woman and man. Have faith in what you hear. As sons and 
daughters of women and men, ask not who will be your lover as woman 
and man, who cannot see the true relationship of love to God. Have faith 
in man and woman as your true relations to God. Born and unborn, 
love your sons and daughters as you love God. As sons and daughters of 
women and men work and act as loving couples, who are not darkened 
by the will, which will make hate others. Love women and men, who 
are fathers and mothers of other human beings, as you love your father 
and mother. Bear no malice to women and men, who are parts of your 
eternal Self.  

Born and unborn seek in love the fate-bound matter-spirit-bound 
world’s meaning as sons and daughters of women and men.  

Salvation from sufferings 

Born and unborn human beings cannot understand what is the meaning 
of the sufferings when all exit out of Son’s fate-bound existence as Man-
God. Suffering is the path to know what is not suffering, and that leads 
to liberation from the matter-bound world-and-will. Born as woman 
and man every existence must pass through the changing movement of 
time. Changing with time the will is sorrow-bound movement in search 
of the Divine realm from where Man-God has descended to life. Bear 
in mind that suffering is a method to act, and by acting through this 
method Man-God leads man to know what is beyond suffering, and 
makes man and woman move towards the realm of God. Suffering is not 
a punishment. With suffering women and men, Man-God moves to the 
Mountain Home, where all sufferings cease. Born and unborn cease to 
suffer as worldly women and men because suffering is a path to arrive at 
Me. 

Know what cannot be, and what is. Bear in mind that “what is” is not 
what is existing as the suffering world. Born and unborn “what is” is 
what you see as world-and-will, and suffering is a fate-bound existence 
that is darkened by the will that moves to Me. Bear in mind that suffer-
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ing is a path of the worldly existence, where man must act according to 
what is destined as darkened by the Will of God. 

Born as woman and man do not seek the path that cannot be sought 
without the path darkened by sorrow of worldly life. Bear in mind that 
born are those who must traverse the path of suffering when existing in 
life. Born are women and men who cannot exist without this destiny, 
that is fate-bound. Seek Salvation from this suffering world through My 
Son. Though born as Man He is not destined in the path of the suffer-
ing-man. Born as a Man He is a path of Salvation for man.  Bear in mind 
that He is Godly -Man. Being in the world He has darkened His exis-
tence in the suffering world in order to bring Salvation to all. 

Son of God is making your down-fallen existence working towards Me, 
as I have destined. He is bringing you to Me. Born and unborn your 
Father has sent the Words of God to make you work and act as suffer-
ing human beings. See yourself as parts of the world, which is moving 
outside the world-and-the will, where all existence is suffering-bound. 
Born as woman and man you cannot escape this destiny. Your existence 
can not be in existence without traversing the path that I have described. 
Suffering must, and suffering makes the darkened will to see Son of God 
as the Light that leads to God. Born as woman and man contemplate 
not on the work and act, that cannot be fate-bound. Born as woman and 
man you must see Me as down-fallen existence in the darkened world-
and-will as Son of God. Suffering will not touch you when you see Me 
as My Son. Be and become what I am, and I shall be. Born and unborn 
seek in Me your Salvation as woman and man who are destiny-bound.
 
Guidance from Man-God 

God has moved to you as Man-God. Born and unborn seek in your Fa-
ther the movement of man and woman towards Man-God. Bear in your 
mind the movement of the World’s Savior as incarnation of the Words, 
which have arrived to the world through matter-spirit-bound existence 
of Son of God. 
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Born and unborn I am your Father; I am your Friend; I am your Com-
panion and Guide. Seek not any other Guide than who is your Fate. Seek 
not any other friend than who gives you My Words to achieve Salvation 
from the suffering world. Seek no guidance from any other Father than 
who guides you through the matter-spirit¬-world’s fate-bound existence 
as Father guiding His Son from life to life. Seek not any other compan-
ion of life than your Divine companion, who comes and goes as woman 
and man from life to life. Born and unborn will not any other friend 
than the formless movement, that seeks to show you the path through 
the matter-spirit-bound existence to Me, as a friend and a guide. Bear in 
your existence the Words of your Father, who is working as your friend 
and fate. Be and become as I have destined. Man-God is moving, and 
make yourself a movement of Man-God. 

Born and unborn see your Father through the Words of God, who has 
acted as World’s Fate and see Me as your Life. Be and become as I have 
determined the Life of all human beings. Be and become what I am, the 
way I have darkened My Son’s existence, which is matter-spirit-bound. 
Born and unborn! See the world as the movement of the Words that 
come and go as My Son. Be and become what I am, and what I shall be. 
Born and unborn darkness is moving to the world as I am darkening the 
world to face what I shall be. God is making the world anew. Have faith 
in what you hear, and be attuned to the Will of God. Bear in mind that 
I have come to the world in blood and flesh as Words of God because 
what is going to come is the darkened world’s fate, which I have already 
destined. God is making you realize the meaning of His existence, that is 
not darkened by the world-and-the will, which is fate-bound. 

Oneness of all human beings 

Every human being is a part of God and being My parts they are all 
equal to every other human beings. God-Man is My Son and He has 
appeared in the world as My appearance in the world-and-the will as 
destined. Be and become who is My Son and work and seek freedom 
from the world-and-the will as working women and men. God-Man is 
moving as the working force, that creates the form and fate of the hu-
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man beings. He has worked as Words of God.  Born and unborn work 
and seek to live in the world-and-the will in accordance with the Words 
you have heard, and be  parts of the world-and the will as equal women 
and men. 

Born and unborn who is working as you? Who is fate-bound? Who 
is forming the world-and the will as man and woman working in the 
world? Know Me as your worldly Savior, who is working for you. Know 
Me as your working darkness that works in order to create the fate-
bound existence and fate. Be and become what I am and what I shall be. 
Born and unborn what you hear from Me are the Words of God. Be and 
become equal to all, and seek in the man in flesh and blood, that I have 
become, your guidance from   Father who is fate-bound existence of 
Man-God. Born and unborn seek among women and men, who are your 
equal, the world-and-the will’s Salvation. God-Man has come to teach 
you about the matter-spirit- bound world’s fate-bound existence, and the 
way Salvation from this fate-bound existence is possible. God-Man has 
come to make you  seek the world-and-the will’s Salvation through the 
Words you hear. Born and unborn you are working for Man-God, and 
be and become that I have destined. 

Know the Words of God as you hear from My Son. Knowing what 
you have heard, work and act as free human beings who are destined 
to arrive at  Me. Born and unborn seek no other freedom,  than what 
I have determined as the fate of the world-and-the will, and move as  
fate-bound women and men and liberate  yourself from the fate-bound 
existence by  seeking Salvation through the Words of God. Born and 
unborn free yourself from the matter-spirit-bound life that creates the 
movement of Fate, and be liberated from the world-and-the will by 
seeking Salvation in My Son. Man-God is fate-bound as you, and your 
existence is fate-bound because God-Man is you. Both as parts of Man 
and God-Man, you are Me, and not Me. Be and become what I am, and 
what I shall be as Son of Man and Son of God. Born and unborn you are 
fate- and not-fate-bound as Me and not-Me.  Be and become what I have 
destined, and work and seek Salvation in the Words that I have spoken 
through My Son. 
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God-Man is speaking as your Father. Your fate is bound to Him. Know-
ing what you hear work and seek in God-Man the Words and Acts that 
I have destined for the world. Know what cannot be understood by any 
process of the human mind, that is acted by the fate-bound existence. 
Be and become what cannot be comprehended by any one. Son of God 
has appeared in flesh and blood in order to make you see the formless 
Father in form. Believe the Words that you hear.  

Born and unborn who is moving and not-moving? Who is coming and 
going? Who is moving to the fate-bound world and exiting from the 
boundary of the sense-bound fate? God-Man is fate and no-fate. Be 
and become what I am and what I shall be.  God-Man is your formless 
existence outside the realm of the senses, and Son of God is the Exis-
tence of God-Man in the realm of the senses. God-Man cannot become 
Man without working as the Words of God.  Be and become one with 
Son of God and see Me as your Savior and Father who has come to 
make you move towards God. God has come. And come with Me to 
God.  Be a part of Son of God, and become Man-God by moving with 
Me. God cannot be darkened by the existence of the world-and-the will, 
and therefore I have sent My Son to the world as the working force that 
moves the world to God.  God-Man is My fate-bound appearance in the 
form-bound existence, but He is not sense-bound existence as the move-
ment of the fate-bound life. Son of God is the appearance of God-Man 
in the sense-bound realm. Through Him God-Man is fate-bound in the 
world-and- the will.  

Know what cannot be known. What cannot be understood by your fate-
bound state is not what you should try to understand. Be and become, 
and seek what I am and what I shall be. God cannot be understood by 
the worldly understanding of man  based on the fate- and form-bound 
existence.   Born and unborn God is, and seek in My Son the Words that 
I have sent for the Salvation of the world. Women and men cannot know 
more than what they hear from My Son. Born and unborn be one with 
what I have spoken through My Son. God-Man is forming a new world 
through Him. Be and become what I have destined. Born and unborn, 
as you hear these Words, the world is moving towards destruction. God 
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is and fail not to be a part of the Words and Acts that are destined. Born 
and unborn I am darkening the world as a fate-bound movement. Son of 
God will be your Savior in the days when the world will face cataclysm. 
Born as woman and man fail not to make yourself the darkened world’s 
fate-bound existence, and seek not any other freedom than what I have 
destined. Know Me through the Words I have spoken through the man, 
who has appeared in a form resembling a person like you. Both as Man 
and God He is real and worldly, and working for God, as well as unreal 
and Divine as Me. 

Meaning of freedom 

World is freedom in the arena where I work as Fate.  Know the freedom, 
which you call your will of man and woman, as freedom that makes you 
move to the destiny-bound path where I attend all human life. Be and 
become what I am and what I shall be. Free yourself from the destiny-
bound world by following My Son as your Savior. Born and unborn, as 
you are moving as free human beings, I am encountering you as destiny-
bound existence in Me. God-Man is the Fate of the world and freedom 
is nothing but the work of Fate as you will it to be. Know what is not 
possible to grasp by the intellect. Born as woman and man you cannot 
decipher the meaning of freedom that is Fate-bound.  Be and become 
what I am and what I shall be, and seek freedom from the destiny-bound 
existence through My Son. Know freedom as the will of the world, and 
will is not free from the matter-spirit -bound existence. Bear in the exis-
tence of woman and man the Will of God, and seek in Me the freedom 
that is destined to make you move to God-Man and God. 

Free you are when I shall free you from the destiny of the world-and-the 
will. Free you are when I shall work to destroy the world-and-the will as 
matter-spirit-bound world’s liberation from the fate-bound existence. 
You cannot free yourself from what I have destined as your fate. Be and 
become what I am and what I shall be. Freedom of the will is a fate-
bound movement of My Son, who acts and wills as your Savior, and who 
destroys by the Will of God and attends by the Altar of God the sacrifice. 
Bear in your existence the freedom that I have destined for all, and see 
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Me as your world that I am and I shall be.  God-man is working as free-
dom of Godly existence to be in the world-and-the will, and Son of God 
has acted to create the will of man and woman as the Will of God. Born 
and unborn will is free when I shall move as your will and make you free 
from what is destined.  Free and not-free you are woman and man, as 
fate-bound existence of Man-God moving as My Son in the world. God-
Man will act and free you from your destiny as the ultimate fate of all. 
Born as woman and man freedom is a fate of acts and will, that cannot 
be bypassed by the will of woman and man. Born as woman and man, 
freedom is nothing but the fate and the work of the freedom that moves 
as My Son. Bear in the mind your freedom as the world-and-the will, 
and seek no other freedom but to be in the world-and-the will as fate-
bound existence, that is free to will as destined. 

Born as woman and man your freedom acts as My Son’s freedom to be 
in the world-and-the will, and Son of God’s freedom to move to Me. The 
man you see in blood and flesh, who is Me, is working for your freedom 
from the fate-bound existence so that you can be liberated from the 
state, that is matter-spirit bound. Born and unborn I bear in My Son 
your will. Be free from the destiny-bound existence by following Me. 

Right to live 

Be and become what I am and what I shall be, and seek not to destroy 
what is fate-bound existence destined to arrive at Me. Be and become 
what I am and shall be because there exists nothing that can exist with-
out Me. Born and unborn you are working as movement of My Son and 
seek no other movement as a human being. Bear in your life what I have 
destined for all life in Son of God. 

Life and movement of matter-spirit 

Live as you are destined, and seek in life the movement of the matter-
spirit-world’s liberation as Son of God has spoken as Words spoken by 
Me. Bear in life the movement that matter-spirit-bound-will has created 
as your destiny-bound path, and make yourself a path for woman and 
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man moving  towards Me. Be and become what I am and shall be, and 
live as woman and man who make movements in life in order to liber-
ate the matter-spirit-bound existence from the movement of Fate. Know 
that God-Man is moving with you. Be and become what He is, and what 
He will be. Become what I am through what He is, and become what I 
shall be through My Son. Born and unborn life is a fate-bound existence 
as you and He. Become what He is, and you are. He cannot be as you 
are, and you cannot be what He is, though He is and you are Me. He is 
world of will, and will of the world is My Son. He is moving as your Sav-
ior guiding you to Me. Be what He has destined for all life, and become 
what is destined as movement of life.  

Fate-bound woman and man cannot know what I have become and 
what I shall be. Born and unborn you are living as a movement of the 
world-and-the will as He has moved through the spirit-bound exis-
tence towards Me. Be and become what He is, and will be, and seek life’s 
meaning in becoming what I have become through Him. What you are 
is what the world is, and therefore what is and what will be cannot be 
without what you are. Born and unborn life is a movement, and move 
with life as matter-spirit-bound will destined to Me. Fate is and fate will 
be. Born and unborn will not any movement that can make any one free 
from the world-and-the will on which He works, and the way He brings 
the world to Me. Bear with Him the movement of life, and seek in life 
My Son’s movement towards Me. Bear in your existence the movement, 
that has become the world-and-the will, and seek in the world-and-the 
will My Son’s fate-bound movement towards Me. 

Born and unborn what I am cannot be deciphered by woman and man 
without the words spoken by My Son. Life cannot be without My Son 
seeking to sacrifice His existence in the world. He cannot be without the 
existence of what cannot be sacrificed as the will, and through this will I 
am and I shall be. Be and become what will is, and “will” shall be.  

Respect for life 

Life is a movement, which is moving towards Me. Seek not to destroy 
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what is moving in the world as Will of God.  Fate is making your life, 
and fate-bound life is to be destroyed. Born and unborn world must 
be made to reappear from what is death-bound. Know what cannot be 
deciphered by the human mind and see Me through the Words you hear. 
Respect woman and man as parts of My Son’s existence in the world,  
and see the creation of the world-and-the will as My Son’s fate-bound 
movement as Son of God. He is the source of the will.  Will of God is 
manifested through Him. Be and become what I am and what I shall be. 
Hear your Father and be one with Me. Father has sent His Son as your 
Savior who sacrifices His Life for the Salvation of the world. God-Man 
is the matter-spirit-bound world’s Salvation. Seek Him as God and His 
Son. Respect life of all as your own, and be and become what the life 
should be as a movement through the world-and-the will towards Me. 
Be and become what I have destined by sacrificing My Son. Born and 
unborn seek and work as I have spoken and be one with Me. 

Self-knowledge and enlightenment 

Become what I have said, and thus be enlightened by the words you have 
heard. Born and unborn hear My Son, as you hear from Me, and make 
yourself the vehicles for others so that they can hear about Me. The en-
ergy of the Words, that you hear, comes from the Soul of All. Have faith 
in the Words of Son of God. Bear in mind the knowledge that you are 
one with Son of God as My Son’s movement towards God. My Son is the 
world-and the will when I incarnate in flesh and blood. My Son is not-
world and not-will when He is One with God. Bear in mind the knowl-
edge that you are fate-bound, and fate cannot be surpassed by the will 
of woman and man. Bear with My Son the will that can free man and 
woman from the fate-bound existence. Seek Me, as Him, as your path of 
liberation from what I have destined for  women and men.  

Have knowledge of what I am, and I am not. Go and come as you come 
and go from Me and work as My Son’s fate-bound existence in the 
world. Go and come as I have come and gone time and again as Savior,  
who seeks  to return to the world in order to make you move towards 
God. God has made His Son move to you as you are darkened by the 
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will of the matter-spirit-bound state. My existence cannot be expressed 
by words because I cannot be expressed by words that express move-
ment of Fate, which moves in existence that appears in blood and flesh. 
Born as woman and man know yourself as the movement of My Son in 
the matter-spirit-bound state, where will is manifest. Go and come as I 
have come and gone as Savior who is working to make the world anew. 
Enlighten yourself with the words,  which you hear, and become what I 
have destined for all women and men.  

Enlightenment is nothing but a power to see what I am and I am not, 
what is your fate, and what expresses the movement that you will to 
make in order to liberate yourself from the existence in blood and flesh. 
Born as woman and man, move as I enlighten the world through the 
Words spoken by My Son. Be and become what I am, and what I shall 
be as enlightened woman and man. Seek enlightenment through the 
words you hear. If you have not heard these words before, search your 
enlightenment from others who have heard Me speak. Bear in your 
life the words which you  hear from My Son and go to enlighten  other 
women and men who have not heard the Words of God. By coming into 
existence Son of God has enlightened the path for all. Follow Him as 
your path of enlightenment, and work and act as parts of Him. Go and 
teach to those, who have not yet heard what you have heard from Me. Be 
enlightened and make others enlightened through your words, acts and 
deeds. Enlightenment is the movement of Son of God , your Savior, who 
seeks to make you see what God is and is not. As sons and daughters of 
women and men hear Him, and know Him as your path of enlighten-
ment. God is enlightening the world through the Words that He has sent 
with His Son.  

Know Him as the source of the ultimate knowledge. Know Him as the 
ultimate path to achieve enlightenment. Born and unborn be and be-
come what I have destined. Know enlightenment as a movement from 
darkness to light.    
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Peace for all 

God works for man, and man must work for God as I have spoken 
through My Son. Bear in mind that you are only One. Bear in mind 
your oneness with all and seek no acts, which work against the Will of 
God. Born as woman and man you are One with Son of God. Bear in 
mind My meaning of birth as you, who are parts of Son of God. Born 
as woman and man, cease to move as you are destined by Fate, and seek 
in the Will of God the movement that can free you from the destiny-
bound matter-spirit-state. Bear in mind the acts that will free you from 
the illusion of the world. Born as woman and man all human existence is 
illusion bound through actions and freedom that may work against the 
Will of God.  Bear in mind this illusion as the way to move against what 
is destined, and destiny is a way to move against what Will of God has 
destined. Born as woman and man you cannot free yourself  from this 
matter-spirit-bound duality of fate acting against the movement of the 
will towards Me, and the destiny of all in Me.  Bear in mind what is and 
is-not, and act and choose as you are destined. 

God-Man has been born and being born as a man in flesh and blood He 
has acted and moved from the Divine world to the sense-bound plane. 
Born and unborn you are fate-bound existence, acted upon and attained 
by the Godly existence of My Son. Born as woman and man, act and will 
as you are acting and willing as My Son’s Will to be a part of God. Bear 
in mind your destiny as My Son’s destiny in the world and fate-bound 
movement of the matter-spirit-world and seek in Me your Salvation. 
Bear in mind what you are, and you are not. Born as woman and man 
seek not to become what your will may create in the  illusion-bound-
state. Bear in your will the work and act that will create peace for all.  
When you are born as woman and man God has darkened your fate-
bound life, but you are also free to move against fate by the same Will of 
God.  

Enlightened governance 

Be acted upon by what is not acting in the matter-spirit space, but that 
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acts for the liberation of the sense-bound women and men. Bear in 
your worldly existence the will, which acts upon the social arena of the 
human beings, as Son of God, who works and acts to bring Man to the 
domain of God. Born as woman and man act and will according to the 
Will of God, who wishes to bring you to the movement that will liber-
ate women and men from the social arena of life, which is fate-bound in 
hunger and need. Assume that what is given as your fate is an inevitable 
consequence of being born, but assume not what is fate-bound existence 
of all as the source of freedom for human life. Seek from the world your 
liberation, and work and act for other women and men, while working 
and acting as a part of Me. Be and become what I am, and I shall be. 
Born as woman and man, work as woman and man, who are destined 
to Me.  Bear in the social arena the movement that seeks the movement 
of woman and man to God. Govern woman and man as your equal, and 
act and seek in others your own destiny and liberation as One.  Born as 
woman and man govern not as if you are working and acting as fate-
bound sons and daughters of women and men. Born as woman and man 
govern as if you are acting and working to fulfill the Will of God. Born 
as woman and man seek no work and act that seek to attach life to the 
worldly fate-bound existence as working and acting sons and daughters 
of women and men. Bear in your existence the Will that seeks to make 
you free from the fate-bound existence as acted and worked by Son of 
God. 

Born as woman and man govern not anyone as if you are the destiny of 
the others, and seek no movement that works as if you are destined to 
be God. Born as woman and man you must move as I have destined for 
woman and man, who are fate-bound, and whose Salvation from the 
fate-bound existence lies in My Son. Born as woman and man work and 
act as Son of God has acted and worked for the Salvation of the sons and 
daughters of women and men. Bear in mind that by moving as a part 
of Son of God you will be liberated from what is fate-bound, and enter 
the domain where no fate-bound existence can enter. Born as woman 
and man it is the meaning of life, and seek no other way of governance 
than what seeks to bring liberation from the fate-bound life in hunger 
and need. Govern as you will govern your own destiny by acting and 
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willing as woman and man, who seek liberation. Bear in mind that once 
you work against the destiny, while all are moving towards Me, you will 
create disorder and anarchy. Your will, once darkened by the anarchy of 
the will, will bring death-bound actions, and destroy the purpose  of the 
fate-bound life. Be and become what I have destined, and seek to govern 
woman and man as woman and man, who are seeking liberation for all. 
Bear in mind that your existence has a meaning only when it is working 
as One with the Will of God, and moving towards Me. Born as woman 
and man cease to move as individual woman and man, and seek in the 
greater existence of all human beings your own destiny as One. Govern 
as you will govern your own destiny, and seek what you will desire for 
your darkened fate-bound life’s Salvation from hunger and need. Bear 
in your way of governance the Will of God. Seek guidance from My Son 
when you seek to govern the sons and daughters of women and men. 
Born as woman and man you will be working as I have destined, and be 
destined to what I have destined by sending My Son.  

Govern the world as you will govern the working women and men as 
your equal, and form the social order in which everyone will be privi-
leged to encounter the Will of God. Bear in your governance the Will 
of God, as He has willed by sending His Son, as the Will of All. Bear in 
Me your destiny and work and act as I have destined, and move with My 
Son towards your Divine Home. Reveal, in the way you will govern, that 
I am your Savior, and seek in My Son your Salvation from hunger and 
need.  

If you wonder, “Am I the World? Am I Son of God? Am I the Will of 
All?” Remember God cannot be what you are. But born and unborn 
work and act as I have spoken through My Son. Assume the World as 
Me; assume the work and act of woman and man as destiny of My Son. I 
am your Savior as Son of God and God. Follow Me, and rest in peace in 
the Will of God.
 
The values rooted in the Divine realm 

Bear in mind that God-Man is the source of all values that can bring 
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Salvation to human life. Hear in the expression of the existence of all, 
the words that cannot express what I am. Hear in My Son’s Words the 
expression of the existence that I am. Bear in your existence, as woman 
and man, the Will of God, that is expressed through the existence of 
My Son. Born and unborn act and work as I have destined, and seek in 
My Son’s Words the expression of the life’s meaning, and the values that 
may bring you to the Divine. Bear in words and deeds the values, which 
I have sustained since the existence of the matter-spirit world, as the 
will of woman and man, who work and act as fate-bound beings, and 
seek as woman and man Salvation in God. Born and unborn seek what I 
have destined as the values of the working woman and man, who should 
work and act in order to free themselves from the fate-bound life. Bear 
in the matter-spirit-world the values, which I have expressed through 
My Son’s Words, and seek in My Son your values as destined. Bear in the 
worldly fate-bound actions the freedom of choice, that acts and works 
against the fate of women and men and draw woman and man towards 
the realm of God.  

Born and unborn! The actions, that free woman and man from the 
sense-bound life, are the source of freedom for the human beings from 
the fate-bound life. Work and act in order to be free from what is fate-
bound. Bear in the freedom of choice the values that will act against 
what the fate-bound life dictates on the lives of sons and daughters of 
women and men. Bear in your freedom of choice the fate-bound life’s 
meaning and purpose, and seek no fate-bound existence as your free-
dom of choice. The values, which I have expressed through the existence 
of My Son, are the source of freedom from the fate-bound life. Become 
what I have destined, and seek the values that will make you free from 
the matter-spirit-world of woman and man. The actions and thoughts, 
that are destined to move to God, are the actions and thoughts from 
the formless world, which you should follow. Bear in the expression of 
thoughts My Son’s movement as your Savior, and seek in Him your des-
tiny as a part of movement of All. 

Born and unborn the values, that destroy the movement of woman and 
man towards Heavenly Home, are death-bound movement of life. Bear 
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in mind that you are nothing but a movement in the ocean of time, 
where I act and work as the movement of Christ. Bear in your soul what 
I have borne in the movement of Christ, and see Me as your Savior and 
Light. Follow Me towards your Heavenly Home. God-Man is the form-
less movement in the world and the will, and Son of God is fate-bound 
counterpart in the realm of space and time. Get your life from Son of 
God, and bring your life to Me.  

Born and unborn I am what world is and will be. Be and become what I 
am, and what I shall be. Bear in the world and will what I have destined, 
and work and act as I have done in flesh and blood by being born as a 
human being. Bear in Me and My Son your sons and daughters, and see 
Me and My Son as your sons and daughters, and seek in the world and 
the will the values that will lead the working woman and man to Me. 
Born and unborn see Me and My Son as matter-spirit-world’s Savior, 
who has returned to the world to make you free. God has acted, and by 
acting as a Man He has destined your life. Bear in the world and the will 
this movement of the world’s Savior, and seek in your life Son of God’s 
movement as My Son and God-Man. 

The rule of the Universal Law 

Born as woman and man act and work as parts of the Universal Man, to 
whom all human life are destined. Bear in your will and act the Will of 
the Universal Man, who acts and works for the freedom of the women 
and men from the fate-bound life, that is destined to move according 
the forces of the matter-spirit-world, working and acting in the world in 
form. Eat and survive, and feed your fellow human beings as you choose 
to live in the fate-bound life, but do not choose to move against the acts 
and deeds that feed the world according to the needs of the fate-bound 
existence destined to Me. Follow the work and acts, that I have destined 
for all human beings, by facing the forces of the formless world, that 
dictate the world in forms, as acted and worked by the Will of God.  Eat 
and work as you eat and work for all human beings. Give no one any 
share in the darkness of your mind. Seek to move away from the dark-
ness, and give others your light. Eat and work as you eat and work for 
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women and men, who are not working and eating, as your sons and 
daughters who belong to the same family of your own. Give your dark-
ened forces the down-going world’s force, that will and act against the 
forces of the world-and-the will, the fate-bound work and act as sons 
and daughters of women and men. 

Good and bad cannot be associated with what you think you should 
do, and what your opponent should refrain from doing. Bear in mind 
that what you do does not arise from the force, that lies in the woman 
and the man willing to live, but arises from the force that is destined to 
draw you to the path where I see and will as the world-and-the will of 
the woman and man. Eat and work as woman and man as you eat and 
work for the world-and-the will, as I have destined, so that you may be 
liberated from the fate-bound life. Bear in mind the movement of the 
Universal Man, who acts and works as the world-and-the will, and seeks 
world-and-will’s Salvation through Me. 

Born and unborn! Seek Me in your actions and deeds, and face in life 
the forces of Light. Born as woman and man work and act as if you do 
not work and act as individual human beings, but as destiny-bound fel-
low women and men. Born and unborn! See Me as the Universal Light 
as Son of God, who is death-bound as your Savior moving as the Light 
moving out of the darkness  covering the world. Bear in your acts and 
work the will that sustains order, and forms the down-going world as I 
have destined. Born as woman and man work and act as if you are mov-
ing and working as parts of Him. God-Man is your darkened world’s 
formless force, that acts and works for your liberation from the fate-
bound life. Eat and work as acts and deeds, which exist and attract the 
forces of the world-and-the will as Universal forces of Light. 

Born and unborn eat and work as you are. Born as woman and man 
darkness is acting and working on forms, and there is a force that acts 
and works to make it move against what is formed. Bear in your exis-
tence this dialectical aspect of existence of what is, and what is not, and 
what cannot be existent in form, and that exists in form. Born as woman 
and man move as fate-bound existence seeking freedom from what is 
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fate-bound, as sons and daughters of women and men.  

Bear in your worldly expression of life the acts and work, that accom-
modate the movement of all as One. An individual human being is only 
an illusion that has formed in your mind due to the movement of the 
fate-bound darkness in the world-and-will. Eat and work as you are not 
an individual, separate from others, but a member of a family where all 
are One. Give your worldly existence a meaning by acting and working 
as a part of Son of God, as sons and daughters of women and men.  Eat 
and work as acting and working human beings, who are death-bound. 
Born as woman and man your death-bound life is the source of the 
world-and-the will. Act and work to form this movement of the matter-
spirit-life.  Born and unborn Son of God is not a part of this world-and-
will though He has a part of existence that belongs to your life. He is 
world-and-will as sons and daughters of women and men. He is world-
and-will’s Savior as Man-God and God. 

God-Man is the source of the forces that act and work to bring move-
ment to the world-and-the will. Born and unborn seek your laws of 
governance from the Divine. Get your moral foundation of work and 
act from what I have spoken. Get the universal principles of actions and 
work from the formless world where I am and I shall be. Your social life 
should be guided by what I have destined through the existence of My 
Son. Seek no universal law that accommodates the actions and work of 
the will of the sons and daughters of women and men, darkened by the 
forces of the fate-bound life. Follow what I have spoken as the Universal 
Man, and seek foundation of the universal laws in the Words of My Son. 
Thus get your ethical and moral existence attuned to the Will of God. 

Born and unborn Son of God is your Savior. Hear what He says, and see 
My Son as the foundation of the Universal Will of God. 

Fear not what will happen to the world. Fear not what I shall release 
on the fate-bound life. Be and become what I have destined. Born and 
unborn Son of God has come to make the world anew. He is born as the 
foundation of the Law giving order in the world. Bear in your existence 
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His formless existence, and act and form the social order in which He 
will work and act as the Law-giving Father, who is working and acting 
for the freedom of mankind. God-Man is forming your social arena as 
the arena of the Universal Man. He is the social order and the force that 
will create the world anew.  

Fear not what will arrive as I leave this place and go on the mountain-
way. Your death-bound life is the meaning of My coming to the world. 
God-Man and His son are/is your path. Follow Him and see Me as your 
destiny that is bound to the mountain-Home. Assume that the world is 
going to be destroyed. Before it is destroyed God has appeared as Man. 
See Me as Him. Know Him as Man-God. 

About torture and violence

Violence is the method to make others’ life darkened by the forces of 
evil, which moves as the forces of fate-bound life. God-Man is the death-
bound life’s formless movement as the working method to do away with 
the evil. Born as woman and man create in no man or woman any force, 
which will do evil to the fate-bound life. Bear in mind that the evil forces 
are set to operate against the force of light, which can liberate man from 
the world-and-will. Born and unborn your life has a meaning only when 
you receive the movement that will bring you to the Divine. Bear in the 
movement of the world and the will work and act that will make woman 
and man come Home. 

Born and unborn create no woman and man who will seek downfallen 
world’s fate-bound existence, and work and act for the fate-bound life. 
Seek no darkness, that creates the darkened will to be a force, that draws 
man and woman to the downfallen state, as an evil force. Come and 
see what the will-bound man and woman can not see: The world from 
where I am seeing the realm of the world-and-the will. Come and see 
Me as the movement of the work and act that will free you from the fate-
bound existence and lift you to God-Man.  

Born and unborn darkened will is fate, and fate-bound will is the source 
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of evil. Bear in your darkened state  the force that works and acts to free 
you from the downfallen world, and bring the creations to Me. Violence 
creates downfallen movement that  seeks to fall in the darkness of the 
will. Seek no darkness that violates the freedom of woman and man who 
seek to move towards the Divine. Violence, that makes woman and man 
the darkened power, which moves against Light, is the darkness of the 
will, that is death-bound. Create no woman and man that will act and 
work for the fate-bound movement of evil, and seek not to violate the 
freedom of woman and man, who are moving towards Divine Home. 
 
Born and unborn work and act as I have destined and see Me as Sav-
ior, who is moving with you to bring the world from darkness to Light. 
Bear in your life the existence of God-Man, and see your work and act 
as part of the Divine Work and Act. Death is a consequence of what 
darkened world-and-will has created. Bear in your darkened state the 
Will of God, and see what cannot be seen by the darkened mind without 
the help of the Divine. Work and act in a way that will make you a part 
of Godly existence. Get your life from Son of God, and see Me as your 
Light. Violence, that acts against what I have destined to move against 
the fate-bound life, is the expression of freedom in the darkened state of 
existence of the sons and daughters of women and men.  

Bear in mind that violence is a path, that will make you seek the Sa-
tanic realm, that rests in the world-and-the will. God-Man is a formless 
movement, that is acting to make you free from this Satanic movement, 
and creating the foundation that will make you work and act as children 
of Light. Violence is the path for woman and man, who are death-bound 
and find no work and act that can make them free from the death-
bound life. 

Torture is a method to make the fellow woman and man surrender to 
fate-bound evil will. Seek not to use force on others to make them work 
and act as you will. Your darkened will is the source of the evil, that can-
not see what human work and act are destined for. Torture is a method 
to make woman and man move against their own will, and force them 
to work and act according to others’ will. Torture cannot move without 
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the worldly fate-bound will moving against what I have destined. Bear 
in your existence the work and act that will create the forces against the 
worldly fate-bound existence of sons and daughters of women and men. 
Born and unborn Son of God has created fate, and fate-bound existence 
is moving with Him. Be and become what I am and I shall be. Torture 
not anyone when you form your social order as working women and 
men. Torture not when you work as a freedom loving individual act-
ing to make yourself free. Fear not what I have destined. Fear not when 
violence of God will descend. Fear not when I shall bring the working 
women and men to the world that will burn in the fire of Hell. Woman 
and man see Me as your Savior and the Will of All.  See Me as the path. 
See Me as the work and act that will darken the fate-bound world as Son 
of Man. Born and unborn work and act as working and acting woman 
and man as parts of Man-God.  

Have faith in what you hear. Torture will come down on the human 
beings as the will of the darkened world. The violence will be acting as 
the will of the working women and men. Bound to this fate you will 
be working and acting, before the destruction will arrive to bring you 
Home.  

See what is coming. Have faith in what you hear. See God and His Son. 
See Me. I am. 

Hunger 

Hunger is a fate-bound action of the matter-spirit-world, which moves 
as the destiny of the world-and-the will. Born as woman and man every 
human being must seek to live as fate-bound sons and daughters of 
women and men, who work in the fate-bound life in hunger and need. 
Bear in mind that the worldly fate of the working woman and man can-
not be surpassed by any force other than what I have destined in God-
Man. Born as woman and man work and act as fate-bound women and 
men, and move towards Me. Bear in your movement the Will of God, 
who acts and works so that you may come Home. 
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Hunger is a fate of all. Bear in mind that the fate-bound existence have 
to face hunger and need in order to remain moving to what I have 
destined. Born as woman and man the worldly existence is working as 
world-and-will because I have willed to make the world to move to Me. 
Existence of the worldly life is the way I come and go.  

Born and unborn hunger is a force that works against what I have des-
tined. Bear in your hunger the worldly manifestation of the force that 
acts and works against what I have destined. Bear in hunger the matter-
spirit-bound existence of woman and man, and seek meaning of life 
in the working and acting movement of the matter-spirit¬-world, that 
come and go. Born as woman and man you cannot avoid this contradic-
tion: While on one side you are bound to the world-and-the will in a 
fate-bound existence, on the other side you are destined to move against 
what fate-bound existence has destined for sons and daughters of wom-
en and men. Fear not the fate-bound life. Fear not what I have formed as 
the moving matter-spirit-world, which tries to move against what I have 
destined. Bear in your movement of life what are fate-bound, and seek, 
through living, the movement of the force that will make you free from 
the fate-bound life. I act and work as dual acting and working against 
the world-and-will, as well as for the creation of the matter-spirit-world 
as Son of Man, and Son of God. Born and unborn what you hear from 
Me are the Words of Son of God, who has come to form the world anew. 
Bear in your life the Words of God and act and work as sons and daugh-
ters of women and men.  Fear not what I have destined as human fate. 
Bear in your life the work and act as woman and man, who cannot be 
free from the world-and-the will without surrendering their will to the 
Will of God.  

The man and the woman, who have formed this world-and-will, possess 
a fate that cannot work against what I have destined. They must move 
to Me. I have destined this movement through the Existence of My Son, 
who has appeared in   the world in a fate-bound existence in blood and 
flesh. 

Eat and work as I have destined for all human beings. Bear no malice 
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and hate to anyone. Serve your fellow human beings as I have destined 
your life to move to Man-God. Fate-bound hunger is forming the des-
tiny of woman and man, who are bound to work and act. Seek Salvation 
from this fate-bound life through My Son. Fear not hunger as a form of 
worldly actions that create movement towards the Spiritual Home. Fear 
not hunger of sons and daughters of women and men, who seek actions 
and work that will make them free from the worldly bondage. Fear not 
hunger that Son of God has created for the liberation of mankind. Fear 
not what I have destined for the liberation of the world. 

Fear work and act that act and work against what I have destined. Bear 
in mind My Son’s existence among women and men, and see Me as your 
Savior, who is moving Home. Born and unborn see Me as your path. 
Though your sons and daughters act and work as sons and daughters of 
women and men, born and unborn, know that they are working and act-
ing as parts of My Son. Fear hunger when woman and man make others 
hungry in order to be free. Fear hunger when woman and man approach 
others and act against what I have willed for woman and man as parts 
of My Son. Fear hunger when others act against you and seek to destroy 
your existence by seeking liberation from hunger and need by destroy-
ing others as enemies of life. Fear hunger when others cannot eat and 
work while you enjoy the movement of the will-and-the world as evil 
power of life. 

God-Man is moving with you. Seek in Him your guidance for right ac-
tions and thoughts, and seek Salvation from hunger and need. Born and 
unborn be and become what I am and I shall be. Hungry and needful 
women and men are those who cannot fulfill the Will of God. Son of 
God is forming the world where man and woman will form the move-
ment of My Son, and seek in Him the freedom from the world-and-the 
will as hungry women and men. Hungry women and men are those who 
cannot free themselves from fate-bound life. Born as woman and man 
seek your freedom through the hunger you feel in fulfilling the Will of 
God. Hungry are women and men who cannot see the Savior, who seeks 
to feed  women and men as parts of Him. 
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Fear not My Son and His fate-bound movement. Born and unborn work 
and act as I am and I shall be. Born in matter-spirit-world man and 
woman cannot be what I am. Both as Me and not-Me, be what the world 
is and the world will be. Bear in your existence the existence of My Son 
and Me, as two in One, and see Me as Him. Born and unborn work and 
act as I have spoken and move outside the sphere of hunger and need. 
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VALUES 

Human dignity and orientation to find purpose and meaning of life 
Bear in your life the values, which do not jeopardize the movement of 
the Will, that has created the fate-bound life, and that seeks to liberate 
man and woman from suffering through the existence of My Son. Born 
as woman and man seek values, that cannot be trampled by the force of 
evil, and seek meaning of life by destroying what force of evil brings to 
destroy. Bear in your work and act the dignity of man, and seek methods 
of work so that others may preserve dignity of life as your own.  Bear in 
mind the world as a place for willing and acting, where you will and act 
as fate-bound woman and man destined to God. 

Trample not what the world is, and meant to be, and seek no value that 
will destroy what I shall become, and will be, when the fate-bound life 
ceases to move. Trample not the world as your arena of work and act, 
where you are working and acting, as evil force of life. Bear in your will 
the Will of God, and seek in My Son the dignity of human life by see-
ing yourself as woman and man destined to Heavenly Home. Father has 
sent His Son to make you form the world-and-the will, which will work 
against what goes down in the realm of form. Trample not what I have 
created as your will-and-the world as the Will of Man-God. 

Born and unborn God is making you act and work so that you cannot 
turn into a force of evil, that acts and works against what I am and I shall 
be. Fear not what I have destined as your fate, and seek in Me your des-
tiny as the working and acting women and men. Born and unborn see 
Me as your Savior. Make yourself moving towards your Divine Home.  
Born as woman and man cease to desire as you are darkened by the 
fate-bound desire. Cease to make yourself the object of desire as you are 
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darkened by the desire of the woman and man. Cease to make yourself 
the desire of woman and man as you are darkened by the domain of the 
woman and man, who are objects of their work and act. Born and un-
born work and act as your darkened fate-bound life is moving to work 
and act as the One, who desires-not, acts-not, and works-not in order to 
work and act as the formless world of Man-God. Bear in your work and 
act My Son’s desire to work and act, which works and acts against the 
world-and-will, and liberates woman and man from the world of Son of 
Man.  

Trample not what world is, and will be by working against what I have 
desired. Born and unborn! See My Son as Son of Man, and Son of God 
and sons and daughters of women and men. Trample not what I have 
destined as the fate of woman and man, and seek no other path than 
what is destined by Son of God. Born as woman and man seek no life 
with woman and man who cannot work and act as My Son has willed 
for the sons and daughters of women and men. Born an unborn seek life 
with woman and man, who are fate-bound in the darkened world that 
has formed  the world-and--the will, as Son of God’s formless movement 
in form. Bear in your existence the life of woman and man, who work 
and act to make life meaningful by moving to Me. Bear in your work 
and act the work and act of Son of God as the meaning and purpose of 
life.  

Meaning of life lies in the Mountain-bound movement to your Heavenly 
Home from where I have come. Purpose of the existence of My Son lies 
in the formless world’s meaningful act, which makes man see My Son 
and Me as One. Make yourself One with Me and My Son. 

The essence of life 

God-Man has come to the world-and-the will as Son of God. See Him 
as the essence of life, and find in sons and daughters of women and men 
His earthly form. Born as woman and man create no one as animal and 
man. Eat and work as fate-bound animal and man, and see Me as the 
Creator of life.  Bear in the world-and-the will my movement as animal 
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and man moving towards My Son. Born and unborn see Him and Me as 
your path, and seek no movement of animal and man that will destroy 
your existence at the end. Bear woman and man in the wombs of wom-
an, as sons and daughters of women and men. Assume not the power 
that will create  a movement of  force that will destroy. Born as woman 
and man see God-Man as your formless movement through form, and 
see My Son as your world-and-will moving towards the Divine Home.  
God-Man is working and acting as Father of Heaven, who acts and 
works for the liberation of the fate-bound world that exists in form. 
Bear in mind that once you are descended from Him you cannot make 
yourself moving against what He has destined. Once you move to cre-
ate animal and man as your clones, the matter-spirit-world will face a 
formless movement that will act and work as fate-bound movement of 
destruction of all.  God-Man is your path, and move not against Him as 
if you are His counterpart as Godly man.  

Born and unborn see Him as God, and God as the world. Animal and 
man are the forces of the matter-spirit- world, that create the world-and-
the will, and seek from this life the movement of the will to ascend to 
the Divine Home. Being animal and man seek no movement that will 
create your clones, who will move against the meaning and purpose of 
life. Your animal and man will besiege the darkened world as sons and 
daughters of the world-and-the will without any meaning of life. Your 
animal and man, as sons and daughters of the matter-spirit-world, will 
destroy anyone as the darkened movement of fate. Born as woman and 
man from the womb of the matter-spirit, without any woman and man 
to relate to from birth, they will move as the forces of evil  that are cre-
ated  to destroy. 

Son of God is moving to make you aware of the fear that looms in form.  
See Me as Father, and see your work and act as movement of Father’s 
work and act.  Born and unborn darkened world is fate-bound as wom-
an and man born in the wombs of animal and man. Fate-bound exis-
tence has a meaning in coming from and going to the Divine world as 
Me and My Son. Have faith in what I have spoken, and create no animal 
and man as your clones. Eat and work as I have destined for animal and 
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man, who are born as sons and daughters of women and men. 
 
Fear not what I have destined. Fear not the world-and-the will as world-
ly manifestation of God-Man in form.  Bear in your life work and act as 
sons and daughters of animal and man, who are darkened by My Son’s 
fate-bound existence in form and not by the evil force of the matter-
spirit-bound work of the darkened will of woman and man. Fear not 
when I shall move as the force of destruction in life.  Bear with My force 
of destruction the meaning of My Son’s sacrifice. Bear with My Son your 
sacrifice as women and men, who will be destroyed and then created as 
formless world’s movement in form. Fear not what is darkened by My 
Son’s will as sons and daughters of women and men. God-Man is the 
World and seek in Him your Salvation as the children of Light. 

Born and unborn! The world is facing a matter-spirit-bound movement 
of will, which will create animal and man from the world-and-will as 
clones without a “life”. These living creatures will be death-bound exis-
tence that cannot relate to anyone bound to death and life. Once coming 
in form, every existence is death-bound. By forming the world that is 
death-bound, create no force that will seek annihilation of what I have 
destined in death and life. 
 
Born and unborn! Once you darken your will to make yourself a creator 
of fate, fate will destroy you as your inevitable destiny  in the hands of 
fate. Move as I have destined, and seek in My Son your fate, and come 
Home.   

Cause of disorder and suffering 

Fear not what I have created as order and disorder among animal and 
man, and see My Son as your path to find the will, that will deliver 
you from the fate-bound life. Fear not when life creates movements to 
disrupt your work and act, which you may have willed. Fear not what 
I have destined as the movement, which creates disruption in order to 
lead man to Light. Born and unborn! Fear not. My Son is your Savior. 
He will deliver you from the movement of fate-bound life. 
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Enter My Son in the upper darkness in the domain of life. Enter the 
world and the will as the force of life, where attracted by the formless 
force you will see My world from the darkness of form. Bear in mind 
that you are formless and also exist in form at the same time. Born as 
woman and man love and live as you love and live in the world-and-
the will. Born as woman and man create no woman and man who will 
darken the life by desires to move against what the world is, and will be 
as desired by Me. Bear in mind that world is an arena of God-Man, who 
acts and works as formless force moving through  life. 

Born as woman and man do not form any creature in the world-and-the 
will, who will move against what I have desired. Born as woman and 
man do not fall down in the realm of form, and seek in form your desire 
to move from what I have desired. Bear in your work and act what I am 
and I shall be, and move as man and woman who are destined to Me in 
the domain of form. Born and unborn do not create a disorder by dark-
ening the will by the desire to act and work against what I desire. Once 
you act and work against this fate your destiny will act to destroy you as 
inevitable hands of fate. Disorder, that you create by acting against My 
Will, will cause the world-and-the will to move against what the will-
and-the world is, and fate will destroy you in order to restrain the will to 
act against what I have destined. Your disorder is fate-bound act, which 
acts in order to bring fate in action.  

Assume no other path than what world is. See My Son as your  path to 
move towards Me. Born and unborn create world and will as I am and 
shall be, and see in disorder of My acts  the Heavenly order to restrain 
the movement of the will to act and work against the fate-bound world-
and-will, that I am.  Disorder of the will to move against what I have 
willed is the movement of the death-bound force of life. Fear not this 
evil as your enemy, but seek from the world-and-the will your Salvation 
from the darkened will, that governs all life. 

Born as woman and man death-bound existence is fate, and fate is the 
source of the darkened will. Bear in your existence the darkened will, 
and seek in My Son your darkened world’s acts and work, that will 
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liberate you from the hands of fate. Bear in mind that will is and will be. 
Born as woman and man will is the formless movement of My existence 
in form. Born as woman and man your darkened will is the downfallen 
world’s meaning and fate. Once you are down-fallen,  you cannot see 
yourself as My Son’s darkened existence in fate-bound life. Move and see 
My Son as yourself, and see in Him your worldly Savior, who exists in 
blood and flesh. 

Have faith in what you hear, and see My Son as your source of work 
and act for the liberation of the world. Born and unborn death-bound 
existence is the changing world’s movement from form to no-form. Both 
as death-bound, and the will-and-the world, that sees in My Son’s death 
the liberation of the world, the world is formless in form. Bear in mind 
that you are a part of the formless energy, which has entered in form to 
make the world appear as world-and-will. Bear in mind that this energy 
is moving as fate, and  fate is the cause of the will, and will is the source 
of actions and work, that see My Will as the final end. The disorder that 
you may create is a fate-bound dialectical state in which things move to 
contradict the existence of things. Born and unborn this dialectical ex-
istence is fate-bound life’s movement to free itself from fate. Bear in the 
fate-bound life the existence that moves to annihilate itself and see My 
Son as your Savior who is working and acting in order to liberate you 
from the hands of fate. 

Hear what you have not heard before: Born and unborn your Father is 
your formless existence in words and acts, and God-Man is your Life. 
Bear the world-and-the will as Words of God, and see My Son as your 
Life and Light. God-Man is darkening the world-and-the will. Born and 
unborn see Me and My Son as working and acting force that seek libera-
tion for mankind. Fear not what will come. Fear not what will work and 
act to bring Salvation to mankind. Bear with My Son your Sacrifice. 
    
Against hatred 

God-Man has created the movement of the world-and-the will as force 
of life. Hate not what you are as a part of God-Man who is moving as 
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individual identities acting and working in form in space and time. Hate 
not what you are, and hate not anyone who is part of God-Man, who 
appears as Man, and no-Man in the dialectical movement that is life. 
Bear in your work and act the work and act that hates not, and acts not 
for the matter-spirit-bound world’s form-giving darkened will. Hate not 
what I am, and what I shall be. Hate not what I am within and outside 
the sphere of the matter-spirit-bound life. Bear in mind that what are, 
and will be are destined. 

Born and unborn darkened will is the source of hate, and hate is the 
source of the fate-bound suffering of life. Bear in mind that Heavenly Fa-
ther has sent His Son to make woman and man love each other as I love 
My Son. Your work and act is the source of the world-and-the will that 
is fate-bound, and fate is the source of the world as love and light when 
you receive Me as your Guide. Hate work and act that act against My 
Son’s will to become the world of love and light. Assume not the world 
to be a fate-bound existence, which cannot be freed from the death-
bound life.  

Born and unborn! Fate is, and will be. Born as woman and man you are 
death-bound. Born and unborn! Son of God has come to make you free 
from the death-bound life. Born as woman and man you are working 
as Man-God’s formless movement in form through the existence of My 
Son. Bear in the movement of Man the work and act as the movement 
of Him.  Born and unborn God-Man is Love and Light. Eat and work as 
children of God, and make yourself the movement of the death-bound 
world-and-will, and see Me as your Eternal Life.
 
Born as woman and man, cease not to move as I have destined. Assume 
work and act as My Son has assumed in the down-fallen world. Bear 
in your work and act Man-God’s formless existence as working and 
acting force of Love. Born and unborn see what is going to move and 
coming to destroy. How do you see what cannot be seen? How do you 
work and act when working and acting are fate-bound movement of the 
death-bound life? How do you work and act as world-and-will when the 
world-and-the will is acting and working as fate? Bear in your act and 
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work what I have destined, and see Me as your Savior -Son of God. Born 
as woman and man work and act as I am, and I shall be.  

Fear not God-Man when He hates the world-and-the will, and brings 
the death-bound movement to life. Eat and work as one who hates the 
darkened life, and act and work as fate-bound movement of Man-God 
bearing Love and Light.  God-Man is moving in life. See Him as your 
life, and see Me in the down-fallen existence of Son of God who has ap-
peared by assuming human life. Eat and work as I have spoken. God is. 
Bear in your life the work and act as the eternal force, which will liberate 
you from the darkened life. Bear in you the work and act, which work 
and act against the movement of hateful will. God works and acts when 
the world becomes hatred-bound. Fear not when He comes as the force 
to destroy what is hatred-bound.  

Born and unborn accept what world is, and will be, and see what I am 
and I shall be. God-Man is your Savior, and see Him as fate-bound 
movement in the world as Son of God. Fear not when He comes as 
a force of destruction to create a world of Love and Light. Fear not 
when He brings upon the world the movement that will destroy what 
is darkened by your will. God is. Assume Him as your fate-bound Life. 
Born and unborn see Heaven as the formless arena of Love. See what is 
working as the force from Heaven through the existence of My Son. Fear 
not the work and act of God, which will bring end, and start an era of 
civilization, where woman and man will act and work as the children of 
Light.  

Go and tell women and men what you have heard. Son of God will be 
with you as Guide. Get your Light from Me, and see yourself as a part of 
Me. You are doomed to destruction because you are death-bound in the 
formless movement of My Son. Go for sacrifice. 

Killing and destruction 

Born as woman and man you are bound to the movement where things 
are destroyed and created by the fate-bound life. By being a fate-bound 
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movement of Man-God in the world of form, seek no other destina-
tion as your destiny of life. Bear in your work and act the Will of Man-
God, and receive His formless movement as a part of the Divine. Fear 
not when He acts to destroy the living creatures in order to create new 
forms. He deals with the life of the woman and man as the power that 
brings forth Light from darkness. Through work and act you, as human 
beings, deal with a force that has come from the world that is formless 
and Divine. Born as woman and man you cannot deal with any other 
force that moves against the Will of God. Once you seek to create such 
a force, the world-and-the will will seek to destroy what you seek to cre-
ate. Born as woman and man work and act as destined, and ask not  any 
other path that is not death-bound-movement of Life of Son of God, 
who has appeared  in the realm of form. Bear in your existence what I 
have destined for woman and man, and the Will of God that is working 
and acting in the world as Christ. 

Born and unborn you are darkened by My Son’s existence as Man. He is 
moving with you as your Savior and Light. Fear not when He will ask for 
sacrifice, and seek movement that will destroy.  Being Man and God He 
is fate-bound life’s movement from the matter-spirit world towards God. 
He is forming your destiny towards the formless world- your Heavenly 
Home.  

Kill not when you move as yourself moving in the darkened will without 
receiving the guidance of the Light. Kill not when you move as a death-
bound individual seeking to make life matter-spirit-bound. Kill not 
when you seek to make yourself a movement of life by destroying oth-
ers who seek to free themselves from the fate-bound life. Kill not when 
you feel free to move as yourself without any guidance from the world, 
which seeks to liberate you from the movement of fate-bound life. Kill 
not when you kill as an individual who seeks a deathless life.  Kill not 
when you are a fate-bound individual working and acting and forming 
the fate-bound- life.  

Kill not woman and man, who are forming the world-and-the will and 
seeking to move in life as Children of Light. Kill not woman and man, 
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who are working, acting and forming the arena of life, where I am and 
I shall be, as I have destined through the existence of My Son. Kill not 
in the darkened state of the will, when you do not act as a part of Man-
God, and His fate-bound appearance in the world as My Son. Kill not 
when you work and act as a form-bound evil force, that seeks to work 
and act in order to make itself bound to the world-and-will. Kill not as 
a working and acting individual, who works and acts in order to surpass  
the fate-bound life, that is destined. Kill not as woman and man, who 
works and acts as woman and man lost in the will, that is covered by the 
darkness of the death-bound fear.  

Born as woman and man all life are destined to move as I have spoken. 
My Son is the Savior, and see Him as the formless death-bound Love, 
that kills and destroys in order to free woman and man from the arena 
of  life. Born and unborn see Him as the formless death-bound force, 
that creates and destroys. He dies in order to return. His death is the 
source of all life. He is doomed as Man, and deathless as Light. 

Kill not without surrendering your will to the Will of God. Kill not with-
out seeking guidance from the Divine Light, who has spoken through 
His Son. Kill not as I have spoken, and seek Me as your Light, that will 
guide woman and man  to the ethical way to  kill and destroy. 
Kill the way I have destined the fate of the living creatures. Kill when I 
am the Force behind the will to kill. Kill when I act and work in order 
to create the formless movement of Man-God in the world of form. Kill 
as working and acting part of the force, that is Man-God , who works-
not and acts-not as individuals, who  desire to destroy in order to seek 
freedom from what is destined for one’s life. Kill seeing Me as your fate, 
and fate of all. Kill as you will not kill your dear one without seeing the 
meaning of Love of God.  Kill all as if all are death-bound parts of Me. 
Kill not as woman and man, but as the words spoken by the world-and-
will’s Savior- My Son. Kill all as if all are death-bound movement sacri-
ficed to the Divine existence of My Son. 

Born and unborn God-Man is the force of destruction and see Him as 
the killer of all. Fear not when He kills. Fear not when He destroys. 
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Self and selfless 

Bear in mind that you are not alone as individuals acting and working 
in order to gain benefit from life. Born as woman and man your life is 
moving as I have destined, and therefore your acts and work must follow 
what are destiny-bound. You must not make yourself acting and work-
ing as individuals seeking to free yourself from the destiny of the human 
kind.  Born as woman and man, give your life to the world-and-will as 
the world-and-will has given you the life. Born and unborn! See Me as 
your life, and see  as a man in flesh and blood what I have assumed in 
life as your guide. Be and become what I am and I shall be, and see Me 
as the path to attain the Divine height. 

Born as woman and man, come to Me as My Son’s followers, who seek 
Divine Home. Son of God is working and acting to bring home the 
homeless women and men. Have faith in Him, and see My Son as God 
incarnate in human form. Born as woman and man the selfless act and 
work is the true work and act of the Self. Keep in God-Man your faith, 
and act and work as selfless individuals seeking emancipation from the 
bondage of the self. Born and unborn I am the selfless-Self, that acts and 
works to make you move towards Me. Son of God  is the selfless matter-
spirit¬ bound movement in the world-and-will as a  movement that can-
not be a part of yourself. Bear in mind My Son’s existence as your fate, 
and His movement as the movement of the Divine among women and 
men, who are darkened by the will, that is bound to the self. God-Man 
is working to make you parts of the world-and-will as Himself. Bear in 
your existence this selfless movement of My Son, and give your life to 
Me as formless movement moving among women and men.  

God is and will be. Make no one believe of himself or herself as matter-
spirit-bound world’s fate, that can exist as a force separate from the 
world-and-will, that I have destined. Have faith in God and see My Son 
as your matter-spirit-bound world’s way of Salvation. Born and unborn 
act and work as selfless woman and man, who come and go as formless 
world’s fate-bound movement in the matter-spirit state. Self is a form 
of identification of the matter-spirit-bound existence in form.  Bear in 
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form your identity as fate-bound man and woman, who are moving with 
the world-and-will as acting and working individuals seeking to be free 
from the matter-spirit-bound life carrying the identity of the self.  

By moving seek no movement.  By acting seek no actions that will bind 
your “self ” in the matter-spirit-world. By willing as woman and man, 
do not will to be woman and man who seek fate-bound life. Self is and 
will be. Born as woman and man your fate-bound existence cannot be 
without the existence of the self. Born and unborn see yourself as non-
existent as the formless, who is born, and existent in form as someone 
who is unborn. Bear in your existence the work and act of the formless 
that works not and acts not in the world as the matter-spirit-bound self. 
Born as woman and man, see My Son as your path, and come and go as 
movement of the world-and-will, as the selfless movement of My Son. 
God-Man is and will be. Bear in My Son your selfless act and work and 
be one with God-Man. Born and unborn you are free when I bind My-
self in the existence in form and appear in the world as your Savior. You 
are bound in the matter-spirit state when I free Myself from the world. 
Both as parts of the existence of My Son and Me you are bound and free 
as the movement of Son of God and God-Man. Son of God has appeared 
to make you free from the world. See Him as your Savior as the source 
of freedom of life, that cannot otherwise be made free. Know yourself as 
parts of Me and My Son - your Savior and Guide. 

Have faith in what you hear. See the world-and-will as the selfless act of 
My Son, who is working to make you free. See My Son as matter-spirit-
bound world’s fate. Born and unborn! God and Man are not two differ-
ent realities of the same. God cannot exist as Man, and Man cannot be 
God. My Son is not Man. He is Man-God’s fate-bound incarnation in 
form, who is Man and God at the same time. With Him move to the 
selfless-Self and come Home. 

Against stealing freedom and isolating , manipulating and 
exploiting other human beings 

Born as woman and man free yourself from the fate-bound life, and seek 
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work and act as a force of love and light that will free others from the 
suffering of the world. Born as woman and man you are free to move as 
the will is free to associate with the freedom of the matter-spirit world, 
which acts and works in order to bring existence in form. Born as wom-
an and man you are working and acting as I have destined. However, 
you may act and work in fate-bound life as matter-spirit world’s freedom 
that may move against what I have destined. Be and become what I am 
and I shall be. Have faith in the words that you hear, and see My Son as 
the force of light, that will free you from the fate-bound existence bound 
in the matter-spirit world, that may act and work as a force against Light. 
Free you are when I free you from the fate-bound destiny of woman 
and man. Free you are when I darken the world and lift you through the 
existence of My Son. Free you are when I come as a death-bound life 
of Man created as My Son. Free you are when  My Son, as Son of God, 
works and acts as form and formless counterparts of Man-God, as force 
of Love and Light. 

Born and unborn! See My Son as source of freedom, and seek no free-
dom by complot, treachery, or death. Knowing that it is the will of 
woman and man, which brings the freedom to complot against others, 
complot not against any human being in order to be free. Bear in mind 
the force that will strike when you complot against My Will that brings 
freedom, Love and Light to human life. Born as woman and man, steal 
not from any woman and man the freedom that makes man and woman 
work and act as My Son’s followers, who are moving towards Home. You 
are World, and your world is My Son’s form and formless arena of exis-
tence. Bear with Him the freedom on the way to sacrifice.  

Born and unborn! Steal not what is not yours. Steal not what is yours. 
Born and unborn! Steal not the freedom of woman and man who are 
forming the arena of existence as My Son’s fate-bound journey through 
life. Bear in My Son your formless existence as parts of Man-God ap-
pearing in form. Born as woman and man you are free to make yourself  
sons and daughters of women and men, and Son of Man is free to move 
to Son of God as freedom that is fate-bound and forming the movement 
of the will  towards the Divine. Seek in Son of God the force that will 
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make the matter-spirit¬-world the arena of work and act, where every 
human existence may be free to move and come Home. 

Born and unborn! Steal not what is not yours; steal not what is yours. 
Born as woman and man, come Home. See My Son as the Light, which 
moves in the matter-spirit¬-bound world’s darkness. He will show you 
the path to come Home. Born and unborn! See Him as Me. See Me as 
Him. See what cannot be seen as Man. See Him as Man-God incarnate 
in human form. See your Savior as Karma-bound life’s  Salvation for the 
sons and daughters of women and men.  

Fear not when I come as the formless power that complots and steals 
from human life the freedom to move in the world-and-the will, that 
work and act for the individual life. Bear in mind that I am destiny of 
all, and seek no freedom to steal others’ freedom when you yourself are 
bound in the destiny of all. 

Manipulate not what I am and I shall be. Manipulate not human in-
stincts in order to govern as fate-bound master of  life, who may  feel 
free to work and act, and do not assume the role of the Savior of the 
world.  Bear in your will the force that exists in the darkened world that 
will make you seek Divine Home. Fear not when I come and manipu-
late your mind, and seek from your will the work and act as My work 
and act.  Fear not when I work and act and set the forces of destruction 
in order to create the world anew. Fear not when I come and darken 
the world-and-will, and seek the movement that will destroy what has 
darkened  your mind. Have faith in what you hear. Be and become what 
I have destined.  

Exploit not man and woman in order to make yourself a worldly power 
that will be able to move in the arena of life as destiny, which decides 
over others’ life. Bear in mind the movement that will darken your 
mind, and steal from you the freedom to move as you desire.  Bear in 
mind the existence of the force that will seek from the will, that is dark-
ened by the evil power to act and work against what I have destined, the 
darkened world’s force that will destroy the will itself that seeks destiny 
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of its own. Bear in mind the way I act and work as My Son has spoken, 
and see Me as your Light that Loves and does not exploit His creation.  
Born and unborn! Exploit no human beings in order to make yourself 
acting and working as fate-bound life’s savior and master. Instead work 
and act bearing in your will My Son’s Will to bring you Home. Exploit 
not any woman and man as you will not desire that others will exploit 
you while you make efforts to find way Home. Seek Man-God as your 
Father, and see Son of God as form and formless actor, who is death-
bound fate of all. 

Born and unborn! See Me as your Home. See My Son as your destiny 
and come Home. Existence of man and woman are darkened by the 
will-and-the world as I have destined. They will be moving away from it. 
It is also so destined. Bear in mind the meaning and purpose of My act 
and work, and come Home as Son of God has spoken. Exploit no one, 
manipulate no one, and steal from no one the freedom to return Home. 
 
Will-to-power 

Born and unborn see what I have darkened, and understand why 
woman and man seek matter-spirit-bound world as their home where 
will-to-power is the force of the instinct-bound life. Born as woman and 
man see what is darkened as will, and how I seek from will the power to 
overcome the darkness of the will that covers the minds of the sons and 
daughters of the women and men. Have faith in what you hear, and see 
Me as the Will of God, that sees you as the world-and-will, and works 
and acts to free you from the fate-bound life.  

Born as woman and man, will is a fate-bound existence of the matter-
spirit- life. Will is an act of movement of woman and man to seek what 
is moving as fate of woman and man.  Knowing what moves as world-
and-will see what is not moving beyond fate-bound life. Knowing what 
is knowable by woman and man know what cannot be known by the 
human mind. Knowing what act of will is, act as fate-bound woman and 
man without acting as fate-bound individual living isolated life. Bear in 
mind the existence of the universal man, and see what I am as the form-
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giving destiny of life. See what cannot be seen by women and men in 
fate-bound life.  

Born and unborn see what is forming your existence as will-and-the 
world as fate of all. Knowing world as your fate, and fate as act of will 
that forms the world, see Me as form and no-form, darkness and no-
darkness, matter and spirit, and no-matter and no-spirit. Knowing what 
I am and I shall be, will not what you will to become as individuals seek-
ing destiny of your own, separate from the destiny of all other individual 
beings. Knowing what is working as Life, be and become what I have 
destined, and see your destiny as a destiny of all human life.  
 
Will-to-power is a force that inhabits the fate-bound form, that dark-
ens the will appearing in the downfallen realm, which seeks to move 
against the destiny of the whole. Being fate-bound it acts against its 
own existence, and seeks its own annihilation by moving against what is 
destined. Born and unborn seek no work and act, that will to rule over 
other human beings with will-to-power. Bear in mind the existence of 
God that will annihilate all that seek to work and act against the destiny 
of all. Bear in your life the will, which shall free you from will-to-power, 
and power your existence with the Godly light, that will show the way 
Home in the world covered with darkness of form.  

Born as woman and man, see My Son as Savior. Know Him as your 
fate-bound life’s meaning, and will not any power that will make you 
the master over fate. By willing to overpower others, and dominate 
over others’ life you will destroy the process that works to bring women 
and men to the Divine Home. Come Home as fate-bound woman and 
man, and seek no will-to-power as method to move as master of your 
own. Know what acts and works as form-giving fate, and what fate is. 
See world-and-will as the arena of movement where will is forming the 
world, and the world is fate-bound with the will. The power of the will to 
move against what I have destined for all is an evil power, which exists in 
the fate-bound life. Fear not when evil acts and works against the force 
of the Creator. Fear not when existence is challenged by the movement 
of the individual life. Fear not when the world is forced to move by the 
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force of evil, that can  act against the Will of God. Fear not what I am 
and I shall be. Form-giving world will cease to exist once the force of evil 
will come into play. Destruction will descend as inevitable hands of fate. 
Fear not man and woman who glorify the will-to-power of the individ-
ual self, and seek to dominate over others as masters of fate. Remember 
the power of God that will exterminate the movement of the power that 
sets evil into play. 

Born and unborn! See Me as fate, and the power to make the world 
move towards Home. Set no act as fate-giving act of yourself, but act ac-
cording to the Will of God. 

Individual differences among human beings 

Individual differences that you experience among human beings, are 
created by the force of the will to separate itself from the movement of 
the whole. Born as woman and man fate-bound movement of the whole 
is the darkened world’s death-bound movement, which creates differ-
ences among women and men. Born as woman and man every life must 
seek to free itself from what is fate-bound. By moving in the fate-bound 
life man and woman, as sons and daughters of women and men, move 
as I have destined. Individual differences arise as the force behind the 
movement that acts and works to free individual human being from the 
movement of the whole, as fate-bound existence forming the world-
and-the will. Bear in mind that once world-and¬-will come into play the 
individuals are fated to live as destined. Destiny of all human life is to 
act and work as individual life coming Home. Born as woman and man 
once human beings seek to move away from what is fated to move to 
God, the Will of God acts to destroy the force that forms the foundation 
of the will to act against the destiny-bound movement to God.  

Born as individuals there exists “anti-movement” in all that seeks to 
act and work against the movement of the fate-bound life of sons and 
daughters of women and men. Son of God acts as this “anti-movement”, 
which frees man and woman from the fate-bound life. Born and un-
born! Different individual act and work are forces of the different dark-
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ened state of the mind. Bear in your act and work your downfallen state, 
and seek to move away from this world and enter the realm of God 
through the help of Son of God. 

Born as woman and man, seek to live with other human beings without 
bringing in the differences due to colors, races and forms. Be and be-
come what I am, and as I have destined. Create no circumstance of life 
that will create loneliness for woman and man, and act not to form any 
world that will cease to make the world a home for all. Bear in work and 
act the force of Love and Light that see human beings as Children of 
God. 

Born and unborn! See not Me as act and work that create individual 
races and colors. I exist in all colors and races and forms. Move as sons 
and daughters of women and men who will form the foundation of a 
world where I am the foundation of all. Eat and work as woman and 
man as equal to woman and man from other colors and races, that you 
do not belong. Eat and work as woman and man who seek in woman 
and man Love and Light of God. 

Born and unborn come Home, and see My world as the world of all col-
ors and races where My Son is the Light of Love. Fear not when I shall 
act to destroy the world that creates differences among women and men 
due to colors and races and physical form. Fear not when I shall work 
and act to bring down upon life wars and destruction as acts and work 
of sons and daughters of women and men, who have darkened the world 
with differences based on colors, races and forms. Fear not when I shall 
act and work to make all races and colors of woman and man death-
bound in order to form the foundation of a colorless world existing in 
harmony with all colors and races of women and men. Fear not the act 
of God that will create the world anew. Fear not the work of Son of God, 
who is moving to make the world fear-bound with death and destruc-
tion that will arrive. Fear not when I shall bring you Home through the 
existence of Son of God. Have faith in what you hear, and come Home as 
woman and man without differences of colors, races and forms. 
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God-Man has revealed Himself. See Him as a Man who has assumed a 
color and a death-bound life. Both as woman and man, who come and 
go in the downfallen state of the world, He is moving as Love and Light. 
Born and unborn see Me as the world, and see My Son as your path. 
Come Home. Be One with God-Man. Have faith in what you hear, and 
seek to move away from the fate-bound matter-spirit-world. Form the 
foundation of a new civilization where I am the foundation of Life. Bear 
in work and act the death-bound life’s meaning as I have spoken through 
My Son, and see Him as your Savior and Light. Know that differences 
among human beings arise as fate-bound world’s force to act and work 
with a  purpose to move away from the world-and-the will, and come 
Home as individual beings. Know what is forming the darkness of the 
mind, and seek to differ from others as sons and daughters of women 
and men. Move as sons and daughters of the darkened world, and seek 
to be different from those who are not following Godly Light. 

Fear not differences when differences make you not different from any 
other man or woman due to color or race, but different as fate-bound 
life’s movement in the enlightened way. Create your difference with 
others by assuming life as Children of Light, who see no one as differ-
ent in the matter-spirit-bound existence in form. Create no civilization 
of woman and man who will create differences among woman and man 
due to their abilities to act and work according the physical strengths. 
Fear not when difference is due to man and woman’s abilities to relate to 
Love and Light of God. Fear not when difference among human beings 
create no difference of wealth and power, that darken the will of woman 
and man, but create differences as Children of  God, who are moving 
Home and seeking Divine Love. Fear not work and act that will create 
foundation of life , that may be different from  others, where Love and 
Light of God can enter in order to illumine the world.  

See not yourself as equal to all because different darkness of the mind 
cover different physical forms. Born and unborn see what is making dif-
ferences among human beings, and who is the source of the differences 
when there is no difference among women and men as matter-spirit-
bound existence in different colors, races and forms. 
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Values with Divine guidance 

Bear in your life the values that I have destined. God-Man is the founda-
tion of all values, through which man and woman can accomplish what 
I have destined as the ultimate meaning of life. Born as woman and man 
act not as individuals, who have fallen in the will, which is fate-bound, 
and see no other path but the matter-spirit-bound force of life.  Assume 
the world-and-the will as the arena of work and act, which will generate 
work and act to free the human beings from the fate-bound life.  

Born and unborn assume the world-and-the will as the arena of work 
and act, that can make you work and act as the  movement of  Man-God, 
who has assumed  life. Bear in the world-and-the will the force that is 
the movement of God in life. Born as woman and man come Home, 
and see Me as the foundation of your work and act, and be one with 
Man-God. Fear not when I shall come to create a darkened movement 
in order to free you from the bondage of life. Fear not when I shall seek 
sacrifice of life, and ask you to move to the altar of God where you will 
be sacrificed as the fate-bound movement of life. 

Bear in mind that when I come as a fate-bound existence in flesh and 
blood the power of the Divine will descend to destroy.  Born and un-
born! See My Son as fate of all. Son of God is the foundation of work 
and act of human life. See yourself as parts of the existence that is mak-
ing His worldly sacrifice. Fear not when Heaven will fall and Son of God 
will act as the fate of all. Fear not when I shall work to make you work as 
the Children of God.  

Fear not when the power of God will descend as a force descending 
from Heaven, and when the mountains will move. Bear in your work 
and act the desire to come Home. See Son of God as your Savior and go 
for the Sacrifice. Your life is formed by the fate-bound power that rests 
in all matter-spirit-bound life. See the world, where I have sent My Son, 
as the movement that is forming the world that I have destined. 
 
Make God-Man the source of values. Make yourself darkened fate-
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bound life’s movement, where Man-God will attract all to Godly Life. 
Seeing the world as Him seek no other values than what are fate-bound 
in the existence of My Son. Through Him attain the path to arrive 
Home.  

Fear not when the destruction will descend. Fear not when it will de-
stroy that are created in forms. See in the work and the act of God the 
movement that has come to the world to show women and men the 
Heavenly Home. Fear not the Light that will descend with the power 
of destruction. Fear not the movement of Son of God among the sons 
and daughters of women and men. Form the foundation of life that will 
liberate human beings from the fate-bound world as sons and daughters 
of women and men. Form the world and will with your Savior, and work 
and act as I have destined. 

Fear not the world as I am. Fear not what is Me, and that are work and 
act of God. Be and become what I am and I shall be. See My Son as your 
path. Come home. See My world as the Karma-bound world’s force, 
that will free you from what is karma-bound. Born and unborn! See 
what cannot be seen, hear what cannot be heard, form concepts that are 
beyond the capacity of the human mind to form. See Son of God as the 
power, which will make you see and hear God, and transmit to you the 
power to form concepts about God and His Son.  

God-Man is your world as I am, and I shall be. Move with Him to the 
Divine Home. Follow Him as your Guide as I have destined. He bears in 
His Existence the fate of all. Fear not when I appear in form amidst sons 
and daughters of women and men. Born and unborn! Fear not Me and 
My Son. Son of God is your Savior. He has come to liberate you from the 
fate-bound life.  

Born and unborn! Go for sacrifice. Face destruction on the altar of God.  


